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PREFACE

The Program for Educational Opportunity is a
university based desegreqa,4don assistance center
designed to adsist school districts in the process
of desegsregatioq based on race. The Program, based
at the University of Michigan, was established by
the U.S..Office of Education pursuant to Title TV
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

Besides providing in-district services on
request and without charge to public schools in
Michigan, Wisconsin nd Minnesota; the Program
annuglly conducts a series of conferences.

Several conferences were held during the 1978-
79 school year covering topics of cOtical importance
to school board members, administratOrs, teachers,
students bnd community. These proceedings include
papers from one of these conferences held in November
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

To the consultants from professional associa-
tions, university communities, and practicin9
educators, the Program expresses its appreciation
for their sharing of experience and dedication to
the proposition of equal educational opportunity4,

Finally, contributions of the individuals
responsible for the planning and coordinating of
the conferences and these proceedings are acknow-
ledged.

CONFERENCE COORDINAIrOR

Karen Lind

CONSULTING 6ITORS

Karen Lind
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. Publications Office
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.INTRODUCTION

Charles D. Moody, Sr.

The need for multicultural education became

apparent during the activism of the '60s when the

melting pot theory was shattered. The United States

has only. One culture, Native American, that is abor-
.

iginal. While many cultural groups have immigrated

to this country, an American version of Western

European culture has remained the dominant culture

of thjis country. Immigrants were expected to assi-,

milat to this culture. Schools instituted "Amert6an-

izati " programs to wean immigrant students .from

their native languages and cultures. Melting away
1

ethnic differences was a function of good teaching.
r

What actually tippened was that there was no

melting. Most of the immigrant and ethnic cultures

stuck to the bottom of the.proverbial melting pot.

Anglo-American culture remained dominant; other

ethnic groups had to give up their Rthnic traits.
2

The process was not synthesis but assimilation.

The assimilationist idea worked for some white

ethnic groups. Eut.even for them it meant self-denial,

rejection of family and heritage, and in some cases, a

change of name. Assimilation did not work nearly as

well for ethnic peeple of color- Blacks who had

.become highly assimilated "Afro-Saxons" were still

unable to fully participate in many American insti-
.

tutions. During the '60s, they searched for a new

ideal. They embraced the concept of cultural plu-

ralism. Demands were made for control over institu-

tions in their community. As educational institutions

began to respond, other ethnic groups of color began

to make similar demands. The movement of ethnic

people of color caused many white ethnic groups to



proclaim ethnic pride and pusI for inclusion in the

curriculum.
3

The movement tolard cultural pluralism in schools .

was underscored by sUpport from the Kerner Commission.

The Commission reported that "the schools have failed

to provide the educationa% experience which could help 46

overcome the effects of discriminationtand deprivation.4

Studies by Kenn'th B. Clark, Mary Ellen Goodman:

and J. Kenneth'Morlapd have shown that you9g children'

are aware of racial differences and soon internalize

the Ibvaluations of different races that are widespread

within their culture.
5 They learn about different

races from the newspapers, home, television, moyies

and cartoons. Unfortunately, manx of these ideas and

attitudes are stereotypic and negative.

To correctly interpret American society and its

history, students must analyze the perspectivds of many

ethnic groups that inhabit this country. Further, it

is essential that they be provided opportunities to

view ethnicity as a positive part of our society;

students need to know that there are many Ways of being

human.. When differences are brought into the open,

perhaps students will realize that difference is not

synonymous with inferiority or undesirability.

Recognizing the problem the State of Michigan has

stated that:
...appropriate authorities of a public
school...shall (live special attention
and consideration to the degree to whi,ch

instructional materials...reflect the
pluralistic, multiracial, and multi-
ethnic nature of our society, past and
present.6

The state has also authorized the state board to dove-

lop guidelines for "expanding the existing school

curriculum to include materials on the culture of

.
ethnic', religious, and social minority people's."

7
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Minnesota Was adopted regulations relating to

Equality of Educational Opportunity and School Desegre-
.

qaticin that specify "curriculum_changes to meet the

needs of students in a desegregated environment. o8

Similarly, Wisconsin has recognized the importance of

* overcoming stereotyping in its schools through its

publication of A Guide to Assessing Minori,ty and Sex
. _ .-

Rolb_S.tereotyping_in_Elementary_and_Secondaty:.schools

(Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, 1978).

While state& are beginning to be cognizant of the

problems inherent in biased materials, solutions have

been slow in coming. Schools must do their part to

eliminate-the detrimental misunderstanding of minority

groups. Racism, which permeates all phases and seg-

ments of society, and is perpetuated by schools, has'

donegreat damage to the self-esteem of members of

minority groups.

Educational materials impart more An information:

The message conveyed to students by their books can

leave dn indelible imprint on their future values,

attitudes, and behaviors. Tn a subtle and often uncon-

scioui manner, the tone and development of the content

and illustrations fosters positive or negative attitude

in the:learner about self, race, ethnic, and social

class groups, life expectations and life chances.

"The exclusive presentation of white achievement

in textbooks perpetuates an ethnocentric chauvinism

among white youngsters and develops in them a false and

tenuous sense of racial superiority." 9 Not only Black

children, but all minority children and white children

as well suffer from the lack of an accurate portrayal

of minority people in all grade levels of curricular

materials. Considering that about 75 ofthe student's
classroom and about 90 of hisilier homework centers on

the,textbook, th influnces or textbooks is overwhel-
10

ming. Unfortunately, the influence tends to be one

which perpetuates stereotypes and stereotypic thinking.

xi
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A 1973 Michigan department rated more than,two out of

every three social studies texts inadequate as to

either "fair" or 4"poZor1. their treatment of minorities.
11

Numerous studies have been completed on the image

of minorities in other materials. Nancy.Larrick,1
2

conducted a survey of more than 5,000 tradebooks 'and

found that only 349 included one or more Blacks. Even

when Blacks do appear in tradebooks, their image tends

to be stereotyped.

Research by Glock indicates that adolescent ethnic

and racial bias is widespread. Racial atti.tudes ota

five-year-old are not as crystallized as those of a

teenager. This suggests that if curriculum is goingi
to have an impact on racial and ethnic attitudes, it

must be done early.
13

Direct and;Vicarious experience can help children

understand and value other perspectives, become more

open'to new ideas and practices, and live effectively

and enjoyably with people of other cultures. Profes-

sional personnel must.also be provided opportunitces

to become,inteFulturally competent and comfortable.

Childron4who have only monocultural experiences drt

sentenced to alienation by human differences rather

than to understanding and growing.by taking part in

diverse ways of viewing life. 6

Multicultdral edacation has many components. it

involves both the formalized and
i
the hidden.curriculum.

in order.to be effective, school' policy must be exam-

ined. Staffing patterns may have.to be changed. in-

service training will be needed to examine the hPstory

of minorities, curriculum content, textbooks and mate-

rials, staff and student expeetAtions, the significance

of student vlf-concept, testing, and stddent needs and

ways to meet them. IN,1

With a multicultural education, students should

learn that wo live in a culturally pluralistic society

and that many cultures have the r,ight to exist.

.10
xii
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Acceptance of a variety of cultures will hppefuliy

lead us to acceptance of a variety of people.'

schools teach usiny a culturally pluralistic.approach,

children wiil I* more prepared to live in a multi-
.

cultural society.

Multicultural education has many components. The

articles in this proceeding are intended to give the
reader a theoretical.fouhdAtion as well as soMe prac-

.

tical hands-on application for multicultual education.
The Program for EducaUonal Opportunity, wants to be

sure that none of our students are dAng eulturaLly,

deprived by the omission of minority heritage, value,

contributions, and achievement in their curkcillar

materials.

FOOTNOTES

1Garcia, RicaKdo L., Foiterihg A PluralisO.c
Society_Through Muilti-EthniC-ta-ucat1-6h-, -06K .Nsiback,

2
Banks, James, Multiethnic Educat,ion: Practices

and Promises, PDK Fastback #87, 1977.

3ibid.

4
Report.of.y.he National_Advisory. Committee on

Civil bisora-e-rs, E.P. Dutton ana Co., 1968.

5
Banks, James, k;.tipthpic. Education, #87, 1977

6
Michigan, The School Code of 1976, 380.1173

7
ibid, 38t)-.1174 '

8
Minnesota Regulations, Chapter 42: EDU 620-629.

9
Banks, James'in Robert L. Green, Racial Crisis in

Americd1.Edncation, Chicago: l'ollett Educdtional, 1969.
10

13 lack, Hillel, The American :letioolbook, NY: 1967'

11
Michigan Department of Education, 1973.

12
1.arrick, Nancy. "The All White world 'of children's

- BookT;" Satirday Review, 1965.

13
13anks, James, Multiethnic' Education: Practices

and Y'romises, PDK Fastback #87, 1977..
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CULTURAL PLURALISM

4 CURR/CbLUM'AiSESSMENT, DEVELOPMEN1,
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Ldietta Webb

Schools are composed of students representing

many different racial and cultural. backgrollands.

These students have a right to know and understand

each other as they live, work and learn together.

They have a right to share their experiences.

Schools should acknowledge and respect the

diversity which exists amondand between cultural

groups and should be committed to maximizing educa-

tional opportunities for all.students. This can

he accomplished, by designing learning egperiences

that will enhance and extevd knowledge, attitudes,

skills and behaviors associated with multicultural

education. .

The 9nd Congretisof the United States, in

enacting Public Law 92-318, June 1972 established:

"In recognition of the heterogenous-.

composition of the nation anA the fact that
in a multiethnic society a qreat(Jr under-
standing of the contributio0 of ont's own
heritage and those of one's fellow citizens
can contribute to a more harmonious, patri-
otic and committed populace, and in recog-
nition of the principle that all persons in
the educational institutiqps of 1he nation
should have the opportunity to learn about
the nature of their owA cultural heritage,
and to study the contributions of the cul-
tural heritages of other ethnic groups of
the nation."

The curriculum in all schools should be balanced in

such a way as to expose students to the contributions

Loretta Webb is the Director of the Department
of Quality Integrated Education fpr the Montgomery
County Schools in Rockville, Maryland..
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jof all cultures and'raoes - in an atmosphere devoid

of,dehumanizing prejudices. Knowledge will eradicate

existing myths and misconceptions and,will further ;

multicultural understandings of and respect $11.E.indi-

vidual differences. Diverse, cultural education will ,

not oray enrich individual lives but will prepare

students to live and work together in a multicultueal

and multiethnic society.

For many years, a tremendous gap has existed

between.American cultural pluralism and the school

systems. Educators are now being ch.allenged to analy2e

the basic purposes of educational.systems and how

changing cultures may necessitate change in basic

educational goals.

Providing a multicultural rather than a mono-

cultural education to all students, urban as well as

suburban,has become a vital concern to educators. All '

Americans, particularly the White majority, must under-

stand that while many ethnic and cul.tural groups and

individuals are different, they are, not automatically

maladjusted or inferior.

AnsWers to some important questions on multicul-

tural education as it relates to the totai school

curriculum are needed. Insights into curricula change

and development should help determine the direction

of changes that should occur in teaching and learning

techniques. Educational researchers and publishers

need specific data inkorder to develop means by which

all students, minority and majority, may _receive

meaningful cultural experiences within all school

systems.

Many educators agree that schools should develop

a conceptual framework for viewing and accepting

multiculturalism in this American society. Therefore,

educators should be exposed to opportunities that

provide firsthand experiences in assessing, developing,

implementing and evaluating multicultural education,

2
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and multicultural curriculum, speci.fically. A con-

peptual eramework for viewing different cultures will

enhance the development of skills and strategies that

are needed to assess, deyelop, implement and evaluate

multicultural curriculum. One means of develoliing

such a framework is through a systems approach to

planned changes such as graphicarly illustrated in

Figure I. This eloprciach emphasizes diagnosis of

existing versus desired outcomes, identification of

goals, development of a plan of action, ,implementation

activities and continuous evaluation. ,

In the following pages, guidelines and illus-
'

trative materials which I have found helpful in

implementing various phases of this approach are

set forth.

DIAGNOSIS

Diagnosis of attitudes'of puipils, staff and
. 0

parents or the community is an important step in the

development of a conceptual framework as is the

assessment of staff knowledge.about racial and ethnic

group& and their culture. Two instruments that may

facilitate such a diagnosis include the Multicultural

Educational Opinionnaire developed as part of the

Nation Study of the School Evaluation's "Guidelines

for Multicultural/Multiracial Education" and The

Ethnic Studies Comprehensive Examination published

by Educational Design, Inc.

GOALS

The development of goals presupposes the exis-

tence of a set of basic assumptions, a definition al 1

a philosophical perspective regarding multicultural

education. Some basic assumptions may include the

following:

1. The "melting pot" theory has been rejected
by members of this diVerse society and is no
Jonger a desirable goal for allAmericans.

3
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2. Racial, ethnic and religious groups are
making an effirt to preserve their separate
identities a . cultural traditions. 4..

3. The complexity of the varied cultures
that comprise.this society demands broader
educational experiences for students.

4. The challenge of cultural pluralism can
be achieved only if multicultural programs
are deyeloped and implemented to ensure real
and meaningtul cultural equality.

5. Success in teaching multicultural education
depends upon teacher, attitudes, perceptions and
underitandings of different cultures.

DEVELOPMENT

How then do we design educational programs that

will meet the needs of Culturally diverse students

living in a pluralistic society? Should schools adapt

to the 'culturally different? Should the culturally

different adapt to the schools?

Schools can adapt .to the culturally different if

American edudatoes recognize the fact that we are

living in a pluralistic societs, which has'made a

commitment to honor the rights and privileges of all

'its citizens. Educators must yse their intellectual

and emotional capacities to make the necessary peda-

gogical and learning changes needed to enable educa-

tional organizaons to function fairly and effectively

for all socioeconomic and
6
cultural groups.

"The more *diverse, complex and-varied the
cultures that comprise this society, the
more broad, unusual and Unique must.be the
educational opportunities for the individual.
The varied opportunities will enable indivi-
duals to better comprehend and fulfill their
roles as participants in this diverse society."

All members of society must develop cultural awareness.

All members of society should be consc,ious of the cul-

tural variationi which exist between and among groups

of people. Ways of preserving and reinforcing existing

cultures should be explored.

4



There are many philosophical teims in the lite-

rature that relate to cultural awareness. Such terms

are multicultural, intercultural, cultural plui-alism,

democratic pluralism and intergroup education have

been and still are being used bY educators to develop

a philosophical framework from which educational

goals and objectives may be derived.

The Los Angeles Unified Ichool District, in

developing a program that would provide exemplary

educational experiences for students with varying

backgrounds, agreed on the following definition of

muticultural education:

"Multicultural education is an educa-
tional experience wilich reflects and embodies
the diverse nature of our society. The re-
sults of this educational experience are
internalized respect, appreciation and theie-
fore acceptance of one's own culture and of
cultures different from one's own."

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Education adopted, in November 1972, a muLtrCultural

statement which was developed by the Commission on

Multicultural Education. A portion of the statement

follows:

"Multicultural education is education
which values cultqral pluralism. Multi-
cultural education affirms that schools
should by. oriented toward the cultural
enrichment of all children and youth through
programs rooted to the preservation and
extension of cultural alternatives. Multi-
cultural education recognizes cultural.
diversity as a fact.of life in American
society, and it affirms that this cultural
diversity is a valuable resource that should
be preserved and extended."

To Robert Havighurst , cultural pluralism means:

-Mutual appreciation and understanding of
various cultures in society; '

-Cooperation of various groups in the civic
and economic institutions of the society;

-Peaceful coexistence of diverse lifestyles,
folkways, manners, language patterns, rr!li-.
gious beliefs and family structures;

5
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- Autonomy for each subcultural group to work
out its own social future, as long as it does
noeinterfere with the same right.for the

, other groups.

MultiCultural education, to be most efiective, must

41110;aSize educational experiences that systematically

-4Sotus On knOwledge about and understanding of the
.4

vatlous racial and cultural groups.that 'comprise our

society.

The development of,a multiculturalPcurriculum0

is dependent upon a guidin/ philosophy as Well as goals,

objectives and commitments related to and derived

from that philosopny.

A multicultural pfiilosophy should state the

beliefs and aspirations of the school community as

well as the community-at-large.. All concerned per-

sons should be.given the opportunity to contribute

to and collaborate on the development of a statement

Of philosophy. ¶rheJphilosophy may reflect beliefs

such 'as these:

-Everyone should be aware of differences and
similarities in world cultures and learn to
accept the right of these culturalsgroups to
be different.

- StUdents should see themselves represented in
their curriculum.

-Multicultural education improves human condition. Ilk

-Multicultural education improves the survival
. of mankind.

-Students should understand the meaning of "race,"
"culture" and "ethnicity."

- Everyone should be aware of the diversd nature
of society.

-Individuals spould have the opportunity to
develop their) own identities.

-Sharing and cooperation should exist among
cultural groups.

-Everyone involved in multicultural education
should be aware of proposed goals and given
the opportunity to examine those goals prior
to program implementacion.

6 cr./
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- There should be 'an awareness of the commonality,
of values.

- The, melting pbt theory is a myth.

-American culture is like a tossed salad. Each
'ingredient is unique, yet each enhances the
,whole.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Students need multicultural education to better

understand themselves as well as their social counter-
:

. parts. Students must be educated to encounter life as

it exists iawthe world.

To be most beneficial a multicultural curriculum

should be implemented to consider:

-Pluralism, as it exists in society;

-Understanding and appreciation of diversify;

- Recognition and acceptance of students;

-Interaction between.and among members of
various cultural groups;

- Cultural backgrounds of all studénts,so that
differences.may understood, accepted and
respected;

.

- Diverse content;

-A cqmprehensrve approach, integrating ethnic
studies into the regular curriculum;

-A balanced representation of cultural groups;

- Examination of real problems and real people;

-Activities and experiences that promote
positive attitudesi. 0

A multicultural curriculum will influence the attitudes

of students. Thus, educators must make certain that

curriculum content reflects the needs of its users.

EVALUATION

Evaluation shod be an ongoing processAduring

the implementation stage:. of a multicultural curri-

culum. Evaluation Guidelines forMulticultural/Multi-
.

racial Education was developed,under the direction and

guidance of the National Study of School Evaluation

in response to requests from school districts and

7
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school personnel for such an eyaluation guide.

Educators realized that the area of multiculturalism

needed critical evaluation and that no guidelines

for this purposehad been previously developed.

Although the guidelines were developed for secondary

schools, their adaptation for elementary schools is .

feasible. Naturally, other evaluative instruments

exist.and may be more appropriate for a particulark

district. In some instances the district may find

it nesessary to °develop its own evaluation model.,

The important part is not the origin of the evalua-

t1,1 tion design or instrument but that an evaluation

plan is carefully thoughtoout and systematically
O.

implemented.

CONCLUSION

Educatlon can make a difference. Parents,.

teachers, students, teaching/learning processes,

curriculum developments and administrative acti-

vities can effect change toward better multicultural

relations within the schools. Educational goals,

Oolicies and instructional strategies should help

prepare students tc5 live successfully in a plura-

listic society. The development of appropriate

goals, strategies and evaluative techniques will

determine the future of multicultural education.

A model multicultural education program should be:

-Built on a firm philosophical base;

-Bound by seriouS,/honèst commitments or principles?

-Guided by precise and operational goals and

objectives;

-implemented through practical, well-planned
instructional and independant activities;

-Integrated into all phases and aspects of a

student's education;

-Evaluated continuously in order to ascertain
behavioral changessbetween and among teachers,

students and p4renfs.

.9 8
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Multiculturalizing Classroom Instruction.

H. Prentice Baptiste, Jr. ,

Mira Baptiste
41.

Ono of the challenges of the 19.70's in education,..

has been the development and implementation of multi-'

cultural classroom instruction. Unfortunately, to

many teachers the concept of multicultural eduation is

either hazy or completely unfamiliar. The need for

mufticultural education is based tn the premise that

the United States is a nation composed of culturally

pluralistic groups. Acceptance of the concept of cultu-

ral pluralism in America his outdistanced its imple-

mentation in American education. One of the major

purpbses of multicultural,education is to make class-

room instruction reflect the culturally pluralistic

realities of this soCiety.

The philosophy which must permeate education comes

from an acceptance and belief in the values of cultural

diversity, as Well is a solid base of ethnic and

cultural information for 411 preservice and inservice

teachers. The unique field experiences offered by

teache training institutions can serve a experiential

training in cultural pluralistic environments. Ideally,

Teachers are required to demonstrate generic multi-

cultural competencies by: 1) effectively relatidg and

creating instructional strategies which meet the needs

of a cultural pluralistic population; 2) utilizing

effective multcultural processes for revising existing

monocultural curricula, instructional resources, course

H. Prentice Baptiste Jr. is the Chairperson of
Multicultural/Bilinaual Education at the University
of Houston, Texas.

Mira Baptiste is the Executive Director for Staff
Development, Houston Independent School District.
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butlines,1 etc.; 3) demonstrating h knowledge of evalu-

ative criteria and application for selection and deve-

lopment of multicultural, materials, and 4) responding.

positively to the diversity of behavior found in crossz

cultural environments.

The AACTE statement "No One Model America" serves

as a guiding principle tr operationalizing multi-

cultural educational processes.. The classrbom instrud-

tion offered in today's school's should reflet these

premises quoted from "No One.Model America":

...Multicultural education recognizes
cultural diversity as a fact.of lifd in
American society, and.it affirms that this
cultural diversity is a val )1e resource
that should strive to pre enhance1
cultural pluralisM. ?
"Multicultural education proqi

411F,,

teachers are more than- speci -es
or special learninAtxperitn rafted
ontp the standard program commit-

tht to cultunal plural
&roes of the educati

.)ermeato
-rience

provided for perspotive te ..."1

During very recent yoars, the lati:gIship

between cultural pluralism anA wulticultural education.

has been questioned repeatedly ty educators. This is

a complex concept which raises difficult quest,iCms.

Cultural pluralism has been defined from many vantage

points that ranJo, for example, f.rom national govern-

ment to small school district concerns. Whatever the

area of concern, the definition of cultural pluralism

reflects a philosophy that strongly recommends a parti-

cular set of beliefs, principles, and ideas that should

gpvern the relationship of people of diverse cultures.

The cornerstone principles elf cultural pluralism are

equality, mutual acceptance and understanding, and a

sense of moral commitment.

Multicul.tural education is the process of insti-

tutionalizing the philosophy of cultural plaralism

within the educational systems. This is not an easy

11
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process. As Tomas A. Arciniega stated in Educational

Leadership; 1

"The issue moving schools and Oiler-
sities toward a. culturally pluralistic

= state may appear, to some, to be a
simple matter. The fact is, however,
that the thrust toward Achieving cultu-
ral pluralism in educational form and
piectice is a complex and value laden
undertaking."2

As one develops the multicdltural process within

an educational setting, one is confrontedfwith

tional obstacles like the monocultural proCess of

assimilation (the melting pot.philosophy), unequal

educational opportunities, hostilitiodieregard for

diversity, anb other forms of racAsm and prejudice.

Proponents of the multicultural process must affirm

the ethical commitment of institUtims'to the afore-

mentioned principles of cultural pluralism.

The multicultural process is nat a supplement to

existing programs. Bilingual programs which are based

on a traditional model, i.e., elimination of instruc-
-

tion in the Mother tongue as soon as the English

languaie is acquired--are not representative of the

multicultural philosophy. Language activities which

neglect the cultural value systems of the languadies

are detrimental to.formation of valid instructional

activities. Educators who tend to use only special

ethnic holidays, religious ceremonies, superheroes

and foods to multiculturalize their instruction are

being dreadfully shortsighted. Furthermore, they are

miseducating their'students to the real values of

various cultural/ethnic groups.

The Texas Education Agency in 1972, in its revised

Standards for Teacher Education and Certification

included the following:

E. Multicultural Emphasis

The institution seeking approval for
undergraduate level teacher preparation

23 12
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1 shall designits program of general
education so that eac1A student recommenatd
for certification shall have a knowledge
and understanding of the multicultural

.society of which he ES a part. To vlrify
this standard, the institution sheiAl
present evidence that:

1. its program of general education
it designed to give emphasis to the
multicultural aspects of society;

2. each student recommended for
certification has a,,,knOwledge and
understanding of our multicultural
society.3

Perhaps no other single factor provided more

impetus for the incorporation of multicultural expe-

riences in the preservice and inservice teacher

training program or additional certification program
4

than the Texas Education Agency revised Standards for

Teacher Education and Certification. Therevised TEA

....standards, as all standards, simply represent an
.1

impetus or catalyst. After the "debate dust" began Lo

settle, some realistic questions were raised; How do

you train teachers for multicultural education? How

do you operationalize the process of multicultural

education so that its acquistion and implementation

is feasible?

These questions become even more significant when

one realizes that the reason behind the multicultural

education movement is it seems to hold for providing

educational equity for all students. Therefore, its

incorporation into classroom instruction, no matter

how large a task, is of paramount importance. We

believe it is not debatable that Nolticultural class-

room instruction is sine qua non to educational

equity.

To return to the first question: How do you train

teachers for multicultural education? We support a

delivery system (i.e., teacher training system) that

is characterized by clear cut objectives and specific

13 9 4
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alternative process4s.
Cone-liotually, this is a coMpe-

.
,

-

tency based delivery. system, for, as.ind4.cated at the '

.

a'be.ginning of this paper, there is enough. misunderstan- * .

.1".

ding surrounding multiculturAl educatieb,'that. we esn
, iv-

ill afford to perpetuate it in a :rague Aelivery systerg. - .

-,
.

It is,beyond the scope of
It
his paper to rationalize .*

the competency based delivery.system. We, along with.'

Other authors - Hunter
4

, Grant
5

, have already made a

case fcr its relationship to multicultural education.

-Of course a major component of a competen y
k,.. -

based program are the competencies, During our s veh

years of training teachers for multicultural education,

we have identified eighteen generic competencissk ten

are cognitive and eight affective. They are generic

in the sense that any teacher (.lementary or secondary)

must acquire these compOeneies in,order to effectively

multiculturalize hiS or her lassroom instruction.

The teacher for multicultural edubation should;

demonstrate the *ability to:;

el. Learn about the cultural experience,

both contemporary and historical, of any

two ethnic,.racial or cultural groups.

2. Demonstrate a basic knoigleOge of the

contributions of minority groups in general

to American society.

3. Assess the relevance and feasibility

of the existing ways groups gain inclusion

into today's society.

4. Identify current biases and deficiencies

in the existing curriculum and in both c6m-

inercial and teacher-prepared instruction

materials.

5. Recognize potential linguistic and

cultural biases of existing assessment
instruments and testing procedures.

6. Acquire a thorough knowledge of the

philosophy and theory behind bilingual
education and its application.

'7. Acquire, evaluate, adapt and develop

materials appropriate to the multioulture

classroom.

9t-
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8. Critique an educational environment on
the basis of its multicultural educational
approach.'

9. Design, develop and implement an in-
structional module that is multicUltural,
multiethnic and multiracial.

10. Present a rationale or model for the
development aria implementation of a curri-
culum reflecting cultural pluralism within
the K-12 school and be *able to defend it
on a psychological, sociological and

. cultural basis.
-

The teacher for multicultural education is a

person who can:

1. Develop an awareness in learners of the
value'of cultural:diversity.

the.learnerW identify and take
pride in their own culture.

3. 'Assist and prepare the learners to
interact.successtully in a crosscultural
sqting.

4. Assist them to respond positively to
the diversity of behavior in crosscultu-
ral school environments.

5. Recognize both the similarities and
differences between Anglo-Americans and
miliority cultures and understand the
potential conflicts and opportuhities
they may create for students.

6. Recognize and accept both the student's
home language and English as a valid system
of communication, each with its own legiti-
trite functions.

7. Recognize and accept that patterns c
child development vary within and among
cultures in formulatiffg realistic educa-
tional objectives.

8. Recognize and accept djfferences in
family social structure and patterns of
authority, and their impact on the educa-
tional environment.

Teachers who acquire these competencies and in-

corporate them within their classroqm instruction will

be taking a giant step toward providing educational

equity for all of their students. Theso competencies

15
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will help teachers become more multiethnic (see

Bap *1
%ate and Ford's article) in their attitudesnd

beh1vior. Furthermore, this 'acquisition assul-es the :

acceptance and recognition of the multicultural edu-

cation process. We emphasize that it is A process

And not a series of fragmented, unrelated attempts at

multiculturalizing that are limited in focus and
w

impact.

The multicultural process includes diversifying

the subject matter content as well as humanizing

teaching strategies. .In the past, so much h$1# been

written about subject matter that we have often over-;

looked the humanizing component of multicultural

education. The'process of teacher-student intiraction

can facilitate the creation of a supportive classroom

learniAg eniironment. The teacher should make a

constant conscientious effort to create a teaching/

learnang environmeni where power ane decision-making is

shared equally. The teacher should realize that

shared power and decision-makinq flow in two directions

between teacher and student. Learning activities

should be designed which enable the student to under-

stand and explore his or her seqf concept. Self

esteem and self worth are undeniably linked to a sense

of control over one's environment. A real voi,!e in

decision-making isfundamental to the acT.isieion of

self esteem. Many subject arcas such !.is art, lrar-a,

music, language, social studies, nd soir.lo'ri

used by teachers to enhance the studet.t's

growth.

There are o multicultural '1i:ides, hr,

kits, no pre- or post-tests and no pre-pack.cled ob

tives that can be plugged into the eyisting school

curriculum. Consequently, materials must be evaluated

for effectiveness by the teacher no.t only in terms of

students' increased understanding and knowledge.of

16
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other people, but in the reduction and resolution, of

* conflicts.

Classroom teachers who implement the multicultural

programs Must utilize their training and preparation

from the;competencies outlined. Teachers must develop

a rationale for institutionalizing the philosophy of

cultural pluralism. This provides them with a personal

frame of reference in constructing learning'abtivities.

a) :The teacher should select a subject area
or topic that he or she is knowledgeable.abmit
and comfortable with. A strong interest in a
topic or.subject is helpful, but not sufficient.

b) The teacher should select concepts or topics
that are part of the regular curriculum in imple-
menting the multicultural process.

c) Understandina the contributions and'cultural
values of the various minority ethnic groups is
essentia for implementing multicultural education.

d) Team with colleagues to provide a support
system and expand the knowledge base for diver-

'sifying and humanizing classroom instruction.

e) Community resources can provide you with cata-
lytic,rich and ethnically/culturally divergent re-
sources for adrenalyzing the multicultural process.

f) Know yourself (affectively).
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MULTICULTURAL PERSPECTIVES AND

TECHNIQUES IN THE TEACHING OF READING:

A.SELF CONTAIN9 CLASSROOM

. Freya Hawkins Anderson

Multicultural education,cannot be taught from a .

. book. There is no book that can make a teacher feel

and care and love and respect. Multicultural education

is more than facts and figures. It is history, but

more than that it is life. It is reading or science,

but more than that it is understanding, caring and

loving. Multicultural education is the teaching of

broiherhood and humanism. -

Any teacher's first priority should be to learn

'all he or she can about. his or her students. Teachers la ,

should do a little research on the minorities in the

class, find out the history of the people and their

learning styles, as well as customs, mores and lan-

guage. Visit the community and find out how the

people live, their problems, frustrations and aspira-

tions. Then and only then can a teacher teach them.

At this point the teacher knows the students and

can create a classroom that will welcome each child.

Pictures can be used to repTsent each minority in the

class, along with familiar things from the child's

home life. Make the classroom say, "welcome, I'm.glad

YOU are here." After the students arrive, spend a day

or two talking and listening. Talk to them and with

them. Listen br their likes and dislikes, interests,

fears, and expectations. Teaching is easier when

students want to learn and they will want to learn

when the teacher uses materials based on their inte-

rests. Ledt0-004e0.\students help in establishing class

rules and responsibilities. Also, let the students

know what you expect of them. Let them know you are

2 18



human, caring and want them to learn, but that you can

be hurt, disappointed and afraid. Reward achievement

and good behavior. Give them goali to Strive for.

Again, the theme is humanism. With a.warm envi-

ronment, mutual understanding and rapport established,

teaching can begin.

In the teaching of reading, three approaches can

and should be used simultaneously. The basal approach

is concerned with the systematic and sequential deveN*

lopment of all the skills, techniques'and understanding

necessary for interpreting reading symbdls. The indi-

-vidualized approach emphasizes the concepts of self-
.

selection and self-pacing, in which the student selects

materials of interest and reads at his or her own

rate. The Language Experience approach uses each

child's own background as the foundation for simulta-

. neous and continuous development of reading. The use

of all three approaches .offers the students interesting

choices and alternatives which can lead to success.

Paralleling the reading approaches should be'the

teaching of basic reading skills: vocabulary, word

recognition, comprehension, oral, rate, percePtual,

and study.

Multicultural perspectives and techniques can be'

incorporated into the reading and language arts curri-

culum. The focus of this unit is The Black Experience

since Blacks constitute the largest racial minority in

the United States. Faraway Places by Harper and Row
_ _

.was the basal that was used as a stepping stone. The

students who were reading in that basal were discus7ing

peoples of the world when one of them asked, "Where`eid

we come from:Pt The reply was Africa. From that replA

the whole class became involved in finding out about

their ancestors (a new vocabulary word from the basal).

Filmstrips, movies, books, guest lecturers who

had visited Africa and students from Africa were used

19
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as reSourceS to introduce and teach the unit. The
.

students found Africa on the globe, learned to sing

an African song, dance an African dance and count to

10 in Swahili. With the globe, the students learned

map reading skills and geography. Songs helped in

auditory' discrimination, beats with syllabicateidn, and

word recognition techniques with reading song sheets.

Dance helped with coordination and perception,and was

an excellent vehicle for introducing antonyms. The

short "a" vowel sound was discussed in relation to the

word "Africa." Finally, the Students made AfKican

crafts, including masks, model homes and carvings. ,

,Africans came to America as slaves by way of the

"Middle Passage." The students read stories and heard

folk tales, but the most memorable experience was a

ride in a slave ship. The slave ship was i large card-

board box that left the dOck after recess on a warM

afternoon. All students volunteered but only enough

to cover the bottom of the boat were.able to ride at

one time. When they Were packed in nice and tight, the

top was closed and the rest of the students ro4ed that

box back and forth until those inside demanded to be

let out. As they left the ship some of them said,

"I feel sick," "It stinks in there,"."I couldn't move,"

"I couldn't breathe," "I wanted to break out." These

were some of the exact statements that had been made

by slaves during a middle passage. Later the students

wrote stories about tkle experience and shaied tfiem with

one another. .

After the slaves arrived in America? the students

pexArmed role play activities and bought and sold

slaves. As the unit progressed, new vocabulary words

were learned. Word recognition techniques were used,

including sight, picture, context, phonics, structure

and diction. The role playing also encouraged the use

of the new vocabulary words, thereby reinforcing the

meaning and usage.
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:

A trip to a cotton field provided another experience

from which the students created stories. Language and:

writing skins were emphasized--capitalization, punct-

uation, paragraphs, subject-verb agreement. A science

. lesson was provided on cotton and how it is grown,

picked and harvested..

After the trip to the cotton field, the class

began to study some of the famous Black Americans.

The SRA Dimensions We Are Black individualized reading

kit and library books were used for oral and written

reports. The SRA kit proved very helpful in that it

contains a skill card for vocabulary and comprehension.

Filmstrips, television. movies, songs, and special

projects were ayailable as additional resources. Some

'projects included drawings and paintings, collages,

choral; readings and student authored poems..

The final phase of the Black Experience unit was

the.civil rights erae The Jim Crow-Separate but Equal

doctrine was discussed and demonstrated, but another

experience made it more real to the students. They

cut out and painted a bus, then placed chairs inside

as passenger seats. The students divided into Blacks

and Whites with Black people outnumbering the Whites,

and White seats outnumbering Black. Aftar the back of

the bus filled, the Blacks tried to sit in the front

but were told they had to stay in the back, standing

if necessary. They did this several times, changing

roles and places, until finally one student who por-

trayed a Black person said, "I'm tired of this. There

is no reason to stand when I can sit. Who's going to

put me off?" From this scenario the class proceeded

to learn about Rosa Parks, civil rights leaders, civil

rights organizations and forms of protest. They staged

'a sit-in in the teachers' lounge protesting smoking.

Their boycott and picket line around the candy machine

for better dental health caused a drop in candy sales.

21
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As a culminating activity, the itudents performed

a play based on trr classroom'experiences.. The week

. of the nlay featured a Black event everydayslides of

Africa, choral reading and poetry, African dance, Negro

spirituals and a Career Lay with Black'speakers in

various occwations.
.

The Black Experience unit is a.comprehensive

example of multicultural learning. However, multi-

cultural units do not have to include a historical

perspective or to be so extensive. Creativity and

resourcefulness are the key. Any segment of any'

ethnic group or culture can be studied; i.e., its

art,, music, literature, history or outstanding people.

.However, the concept.of worldwide sharing and.caring

and brotherhood should be incorporated in all aspects
41.

of the regulaecurriculum.
The basic format of this unit can be adapted to

almost any minority group in America. The unit begins

with a study of the country of ancestral heritage,

reasons for leaving, al'iival i

rC

the new country, pro-

blems of adjustment and great l aders. Also,.their
c,-

customs, language, folkways and mores can be included.

Even teacbers.can and should learn some new things

from this experience.

In conclusion, multiculturalism should be synony-

mous with humanism. Teaching multiculturism is

teaching about people and how they live, grow, work,

speak and socialize. It also teaches understanding,

caring and loving. Hopefully these studies will pro-

mote brotherhood and peace. A quote from Hain Ginott

summarizes this theme:

"I have come to a frightening conclusion.
I am the decisive element in the classroom. It
is my personal approach that creates the cli-

mate. It is my daily mood that makes the wea-
ther. As a teacher I possess tremendous power

make a child's life miserable or joyous. I

humiliate or humor, hurt or heal. In all
dations it is my response that decides

22
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whether a crisis will be escilated or de-es,
calated and a child humanized or dehumanized.".

Teacheri should remOmber this thought in their

efforts to humanize all that they teach. Multicul-

turalismeis a great effort toward that end.
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THE BLACK EXPERIENCE:
A Teaching Unit of Black Studies

Freya Hawkins

I. Rational

This unit in Black studies was developed to

introduce Africa, Great Black Americans, Black *Civil

Rights organizations, and the important eras in the

history of Black imericans. Historically, Blacks have

not learned their heritage and .therefoie, do not know .

from whence they came. With this knowledge., there is

a stronger chance of building a positive .self-concept

and lessening feelings of inferiority. Hopefully, by

building a positive self-concept and an understanding

of how and why they are, the students will excel and

continue to do so in all endeavors.

II. Background

Civilization and science were born in Africa.

Even today we are mystified by such accomplishments ask
7

the mummies and pyramids. The great African empires

had enormous wealth and universities offering law and

.medicine. All of these things existed before the

western world was civilized.

As the western world developed and learned

Africa, they systeMatically began to steal its wealth

and even worse, they stole its people. Africans were

captured,traded and sold as slaves.

Slavery was'a brutal and oppressive inst:tu-

tion. It was a debasing, debilitating, degrading,

dehumanizing experience which castrated'the Black male

and prostituted the female.

In 1863 Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves with

the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation. This

Freya Hawkins is a teacher with the East Baton
Rouge Parish School Board, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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opened the eri of unsuccessful reconstruction,

followed shortly by the Jim Crow era--separate

but equal. Jim Crowism was always separate but

never equal.

The beginning of the end began in 1955 with

the Supreme Court decision banning separate schools .

on the basis of the psychological impact separation'

had on Black children. However, the end camewith

the passage of the 1964. Civil Rights Act, after

the death of President John F. Kennedy.

Ever since they set foot in the United States,

Blacks have played a role in its history. Some

prominent Blacks were: Pedro Nino, "Little Stephan",

Jean DuSable, Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. DuBois,

George Washington Carver, Granville T. Woods4

Charles Drew, Hiram Revels, P.B.S. Pinchback,

Sojourner Truth,, Harriet Tubman and Frederick

Douglas. The leaders of the civil rights move-

ment in the 1950's and 1960's ar0 Martin Luther

King, Jr., Thurgood Marshall, Stokely Carmichael,

Rap Brown, Angela Davis, Huey Newton, Medgar and

*Charles Evers and many more. Most of the latter

people fought through organizatiOns such as the

NAACP, Student Non-white Coordinating.Committee, .

Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Congress

on Racial Equality, Urban League and Black Panthers.

Finally, withstanding all of their trials and

tribulations, Blacks continued their cultural

achievements. The slaves created the first indi-

genous music besides the Native Americans (Ameri-

can Indians).. The Negro spirituals are still alive

and are forerunners of many kinds of American

music. As Black music gave birth to other music,

Black minstrel shows gave birth to comedy and

drama. Blacks have written poetry, novels, short

stories and plays despite education that was infe-

25
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rior at best an often prohibited.
,.

Thus, the Black man need never hold his head

down with feelings of inferiority. Blacks began --

the first civilizations, helped build the United

States, survived slavery and continue to excel in

all areas of endeavor.

III. Terminal Objective

Upon colapletion of the unit, the students

will be able to discuss an& explain historic events

of Blacks from their African heritage to the pre-.

sent. They will recognize and/or d onstrate

through role play at least ten.gre Black Ameri-

cans. Finally, they will demons ate by playing

instruments, dance, reading acting out a great

cultural contribution.

IV. Behavioral Objectives'

Given the necessary in ormation, appropriate

materia/s and experiences, the students wills'

A. Name, discuss and recognize ancient African
kingdoms;

B. Demonstrate and write about the Middle Passage;

C. Tell slave stories;

D. Recognize, discuss and role play famous Blacks;

E. Match Black leaders with their organizations;

F. Demonstrate by participation, forms of civil'

ricriits protest;

G. Pareicipate in a Black cultural experience.

V. Enabling Activities

A. Ancient African Kingdoms.
1. Read books
2. Find on maps
3. Draw pictures
4. Construct city/jewelry/etc.
5. Dance
6. Count in Swahili
7. Make a book of activities
8. View slides on Africa
9. Listen to an African guest

10. Make an African craft
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B. Middle Passage
1. Construct slave ship
2. Take a ride in-ship
3. Write an experience story

C. Slavery
i. Take a field trip to'a cotton field
2. Pick cotton
3. Tell experience
4. Ask parents and grandparents slave stories
5. Watch filmstrips

D. Famous Black Americans
1. Read books
2. Watch filmstrips
3..Sing songs
4. Draw pictures

-5. Role play

E. Leaders and Organizations
1. Play games
2. Role play
3. Read books 4

4. Sing songs

F. civil Rights Protest
1. Boycott with pickets candy machines
2. Sit-in in teacher's lounge
3. March on school
4. Enact a Kangaroo court
5. Set up Jim CrOw experience

G. Black Culural Pxperience
1. Listen to spiritual
2. Watch dance
3. Watch play
4. View paintings and sculpture
5. Meet Black community leaders
6. Read and recite Black poetry

VI. Culmination_ .

The students will participate in a class play

presented to the school. They will also participate

in a week of activities sponsored by local groups

presenting slides of Africa, Negro spirituals, Black

modern dance, Black drama and a panel of Black com-

munity leaders.

VII. Evaluation

The students will be evaluated by these methods:

A. Class projects
B. Participation
C. Written/oral reports
D. Written/oral examination
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ACT I

NARRATOR: "Welcome to our time capsule of 19 . Sit

back and buckle up. We are going to take

off. (4.aw soumi track of a jet.)

We've gone back in time. All the way back

to the 15th century. Our capsule has

landed in Africa. (Open ma,ftin)

(Play Aft.ican drum music). Many years ago all

the Black people in thesworld lived in,

Africa. It is the richest continent in

the world with many thriving cAties. It .

is the seat of the world's greiatest uni-.

versities. Let's stop a moment and watch

the children of Africa 4ance and sing.

They will also count to 10 ir0Swahili."

(Silver Burdett - Making Music YOU2 Own) "A-tin-

go-tin" record. Children will play rhythm instru-
ments and dance. A Leader will count to 10 in
English with a group responding to each number in
Swahili.)

LEADER: one SPONSE: Moja (mo-jah).

two (m -bee -lee)

UUTO Tatu (ta-too) *

four e (n-nay)

five Tano (tah-no)

six Sits (see-tah)

seven Saba (sah-bah)

eight . Nene (nah -nay)

nine (tei-sah)

ten Kurni (koo-rnee)

(Silver Burdett - "The Strengtkof a Lion" - sing
.and dance.)

Closecurtain:

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY

, FROM AFRICA TO AMERICA
FROM SLAVERY TO.FREEDOM

Freya Hawkins
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ACT II

NARRATOR:

II

TEACHER:

CHILD
SLAVE 1:

CHILD
SLAVE 2:

CHILD
SLAVE 3:

TEACHER:

CHILD
SLAVE 4:

CHILD
SLAVE 5:

CHILD
SLAVE 6:

e,

. .

"Hold on folks. We're taking off again.'

(jet record) We are moving up*in time.

Africa is being raped. Black people.are

kidnapped and sold as slaves. We find

suffering and death. We are going to stop

the capsule in the early 19th century.

(Open curtain. Cabin scene.)
We are now in a small slave cabin on a

plantation. The children are *gathered

(children in eerni-circie around a fireplace) at

night to learn to read and write. Slaves

cannot go to school. They must not4.1et

anyone know what they are doing. Please

be quiet so we don't wake the master:

"Alright,let's start from the beginning.

We need to learn about Black people and

what they are doing so we can help them

and be 'proud that we are Black. Now, who

was the first Black man to come to the

United States?"

"Pedro Nino came over with. Columbus. He

guided the ship."

"Little Stewen found the New Mexico terri-

tory."

"Jean Paul DuSable found the city of Chicago."

"Very good. Now were tnere any Blacks that

helpe0 build this country?"

"Yes, Crispus Attucks was the first man to

die in the American Revolution. Many Black

people fought in the War With George Washing-

ton."

"Paul Cuffe built a school for Black children

in Massachusetts."

"Benjamin Banneker made the plans for Wash',

ington D.C."
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CHILD
SLAVE 7:

CHILD
SLAVE 8:

CHILD
sLAVE 9:

TEACHER:

CHILD
SLAVE 10:

CHILD
SLAVE 11:

CHILD
SLAVE 12:

TEACHER:

MOTHER:

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:

ACT III

NARRATOR:

GHOST I:

"Jan Matzelinger mde the shoe machine."

"Phyllis .Wheatl wrote a book of poems.

She was the second woman in the United

States to publish a boOk of,poems.

"Teacher, aren't we building this country?

Didn't we build the levee to keep the Miss-

issippi from flooding?"

"Yes, you are correct. We are very impor-

tant in the building of America. Now do

you know some of the people trying to help

free us?"

"Frederick Douglas and Sojourner Truth were

both slaves but they are making speeches up

North to help us get free."

"Harriet Tubman comes back down South and

helps other Blacks escape tlfrough the Under-

ground Railroad."

"Nat Turner led a rebellion."

"Very good. You are all very smart children."

"Now children, its time to go home and go to

bed. We must get up early to pick cotton.

Be careful on the way to your cabins."

- "(%-q 'or No.1.1., !.,t,!n.i. voac mfr. n)

"The day is January 1, 1863. I hereby issue

this Emancipation Proclaimation which means

all slaves.are free."

"Our capsule is moving up in time again.

I.. let's slow down a minute. I

think I see some of the ghosts of the past

coming to haunt our memories."

"I am Daniel Hale Williams. I was the

first doctor to perform open heart surgery.

T am a Black man."

4
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GHOST III am Charles Drew. I began the first

bloo4 banks in Ole world. I bled to death

after an automobile accideut because a

White hospital would not giye me blood.

I am a Black manr

GHOST III: "I am George Washington Carver. I found

over 300 uses of the peanut. ram a Black

man."

GHOS'i' IV: "I am Booker T. Washington. I founded

Tuskegee Institute."

GHOST V: "I am Mary McLeod Buthune. 1 found Buthune

Cookman College and was.a member of Presi-

dent Roosevelt's Black cak;inet. I am a

Black Woman."

GHOST.VI: "I amT.B.S. Pinchbeck.' I was the first

Black lieutenant governor of Louisiana after

the Civil War. I even served as governor

for a brief period."

rloae curtain. Son., - S.P. "noin;1 Soeet ("harlot."
t

NARRATOR: "We're off again. (jet renr4) The time is

now the mid-20th century. Blacks are being

treated unjustly. They are denied the right

to vote and egual education. They are

denied the use of public facilities and dis-

criminated against on jobs. Black people

get angry. We are going to stop in during

the civil rights era."

ACT IV

BUS
DRIVER:

ROSA
PARKS:

BUS
DRIVER:

tix /.0 fp.so
.!t.i.Irnt In 1 ..!te !)-

"Hey you! You can't sit there. Th%t's for

White folks. You're Black, go to the back."

"Man, my feet hurt. I can't go no further.

Anyway there ain't no room in the back."

"I don't care if your feet hurt. You BLack?

Go to the back."
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ROSA: '"If I do, my name ain't Rosa Parks."

(Pickets cane on with their name tap singing
MARTIN L. Ve Shall (hercame")
KING,JR.: "It's unfair for Black people to be treated

so unjustly. Maybe if we boycott the buses

STOKELY we can stop some of this 'discrimination."

CARMICHAEL:"Hey brother! I've got another idea. Let's

have sit-ins at lunch counters so Black

folki can eat anywhere they please."
JAMES
FARMER: "Hey Black and White folks! Maybe if we

work together by starting a freedom 'bus

WHITNEY ride we can do our share to help."

YOUNG: "People, another.%ay to help is to organizy

and plan ways to fight the problems of our

ROY cities. Let's start the urban League."

WILKINS: "Yes, and the way to get these things accom-

plished is to go to court to make it a law.

'HUEY That's why we need the NAACP."

NEWTON: "No man. That is not the way! Let's control

our neighborhoods. We can get together a

group called the Black Panthers. We don't

want violence but as a panther, if we are

pushed, we will act."

MALCOLM X: "All of those ideas are good as long as we

work together as brothers. We are BleCk

people and we must first learn to act, think

and be Black.".

NARRATOR: "In August 1963, Martin Luther King led

Black people from all over the country to

Washington, D.C. for the biggest freedom

rally ever. It was called the march on

Washington. In June 1964, the Civil Rights

bill was passed. In 1968 Martin Luther King,

Jr. was shot and killed without seeing his

dream realized. I hear his ghost now."

VS
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(Play exoerpt orthe "Frei at Lase speeoh by

r"4' Martin Luther King at the March on Washington.) .

"I have a dream that one day

free at last

free at last

hank God Almighty,

we are free at last."

Song. Martin Luther King

TOGETHER: "Power I PEACE I "

THE END
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( MULTICULTURAL APPROACHES

TO READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS

Betty Springfield

The prevailing aititudes toward and treatment

of groups within a society are reflected in the very

fabric of that society, as shown in the printed'media,

the arts, religion and politics. My concern here is

with those racially biased dttitudes'and behaviors
.

which are exhibited in children's literature and in

the educational materials.prepared for school chil-

dren.

Basal reading series and.trade books in the

U.S. have historically reflected the current biases

of the day. They have, in the past, presented ser-

mons on morals, religion and patriotism. Their

highly judgmental narratives Nave promoted sexism.

The narrow selection of themes and topics along withc""5°.

their illustrations have supported classicism,

elitism, racism and ageism. More recently, certain!

attempt& at multiculturalism have added the labels

of tokenism to this list of offenses.

School materials readily serve to indoctrinate

or predispose our children to the views they express.

Life as it is presented in print constitutes reality

for the children who readit and through school

materials, children have a simple but routine exposure

to a value system which often does not portray mino-

rity groups fairly.

Although some recent adjustments have been

made in printed materials and educational programs

for children, resources available for classroom use

Betty Springfield is serving as a Language A'rts
and Reading Consultant for the Ann Arbor Public Schools;
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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often are still biased. The teacher may have to make

the final judgment.on the appropriateness of these

resources. While teaohers are willing to screen

these resources, they are often at a loss as to where

and how to begin. They don't have 'the necessary

skills or background.to do the job. tn addition,
;

teachers have now been asked to enter the realm of

values instruction and'values Clarification as one

means of improving the quality of interaction between

children. Again, many teachers are not yet prepared

to provide ap affective education curriculum.

A heavy investment must.be made in teacher

imervice education on multicultural materials and

curriculum. 'the focus should be on humanistic edu-

cation. Such a program might begin with an in-depth

evaluation of materials and curriculum for bias.

This woald be followed by development and implemen-

tation oi a multicultural curriculum which affirms

the worth and dignity of every individual and enhances

the environment in which children learn. Workshops

to 'help teachers develop effective multicultural and

humanistic strategies, resources and methods should

be routinely available to teachers in their school

systems. Follow-up assistance, such as consultation

and support activities should be available to teachers

on an on-going basis.

The following is a brief listing of some of the

awa'renesses, strategies and actitilties involved in

the evaluation of materials.

MULTICULTURALISM IN MATERIALS

The Council on Interracial Books for Children

has published a list of 10 quick wars to analyze

materials for sexism and racism. This list can be

helpful fn identifying some of the objectionable

materials currently on the library shelves and in

classrooms. / would advise that they be removed

3
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from the open shelves and used as teaching tools..

Students should be allowed to use them, but only

after receiving certain guidelines. The following

are the 10 checkpoints developed by CISC with

comments of my own:

1. -Check the illustrations-

Illustrations, posters, films, plctures, bul-

letin boards, dittos, etc. which are used in the

.
classroom should reflect the cultural makeup of our

society as a whole. They should be 50% female, with

all racial and ethnic groups represented in the iime

proportion as they exist. Handicapped people should

be evident,as well as People wearing glasses, old

people, poor people, wealthy people,4etc. Stereo-

types are taboo unless they are being used to show

misrepresentations that exist. The opaque projector

an4 photocepter machines can be used to create mate-

rials for bulletin boards, charts and learning centers

and to illustrate other printed materials.

2. -Check the storl, line-.

Many classroom and library materials appear

fine on the surface.. A more careful sc'rutiny, however,

of the illustrations, themes, topics and narratives

often reveals blatant racist statements and glaring

omissions.

Marie Hall Ets pays shocking homage to the

Mexican American culture in Bad Boy, Country Boy.

In this book, everything goes wrong for a Mexican-

American family until they all become Americanized.

The assumption is made that once an ethnic groups

learns the "American" way of life, they will live

happily ever after. -

Clifford Moore in.is well-documented science

book, The Book of Wild Pets, is less that objective

when he discusses the enemies of the opossum;
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Many enemies beset the opossum--wild
' cats, negroes, owls, foxes and wolves.

The colored folks hunt them at night with
hound, flashlight,and lantern,. catch them
alive and fatten them up for a month or
so before eating them. In spite .of such
persecution our common Virginia opossum
is found over much of the United States,
east of the Rockies,.

This passage is deeply imbedded on pages 289-291, and

would most likely be passed over in a cursory look at

the book's content. However, it is insulting to

SlSick children and misleading to other youngsters who

will tend to accept this staXement without queition.

Passages such as this should be openly discussed by

students so that fallacies ate exposed and their 1.

impact diminished. A discussion on the intent of t4
author and his use of inflammatory words could be very
constructive. The students might also explore the

facts about uses that other people make of the. opossum
which the author has omitted.

3. -Look at the lifestyles-

Writers like most people, tend to evaluate

other lifestyles from their own 1.,rspectives. When

the writer glorifies his own lifestyle at the expense

of others, stereotypes are perpetuated. One such

victimized group in this country are the Native

Americans. The public has been so brainwashed,with

distorted information about Native Americans and

their customs, religions, language, attitudes, etc.

that it is diVicult to separate fact from fiction.

At this point, any material presented to school chil-

dren on the Native American should be carefully

researched and its authenticity clearly established.

References to Native Americans in our counting books,

alphabe% books and nursery rhymes should cease also.
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4. -Weigh the relationships between the people-

Check materials for a balanced relationship

among characters and roles. Are minority groups

always assigned menial positions? Do minority char-

acters get.to solvg problems, lead the action, dont-

nate in situations and maintain some controls in

racially mixed settings?

Teachers will have to make a conscious effort

to ensure that all children in the classroom can

identify with dominant characters in the stories they

read. If these opportunities don't exist in the

regular school materials the teacher can set aside a

time each day for reading such stories to them.

5. -Note the heroes and heroines-

Do the heroes and heroines only espousa. white

middle-class ideals or do they also champion the cause

, of particular minority groups? It is important that

minority children see models with whom they can iden-
,

tify in situations that are relevant to their lives.

Again, plan to read aloud such stories if they are

not readily available for the children to.read them-

selves.

6. -Consider the impact on a child's self image-

There has been extensive discussion about books

which humiliate one particular group or another. It

is felt in some circles that once 1%book makes it to

.a bookshelf, it cannot be censored by anyone except

its reader. Others feel that criticism of particular

books has been ill-founded and frivolous and should

be ignored. It seems clear to me, that any time a

child is insulted by a book or becomes the focus of

ridicule because of a book, our motives are suspect

if we allow the situation to continue. In this con-

troversy are Little Black Sambo and Epaminondas.

The illustrations in both books are racist in that

1.9
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they were designed to ridicule and exaggerate Negroid

features and were aimed at pleasing white audiences.

The story line in Epaminondas serves further to demean

Blacks with its satire on Black diilect. These books

have no redeeming value except for instrmctional pur7

poses. It can be beneficial to use books such as

these to teach children how to critique their reading

materials. These are good books to start with

because negative features abound and are easily

recognized. In addition, revised versions of these

books have been released.recently which attempted

to reduce the racist overtones. Students can compare

and critique the two approaches.

Good questions to initiate the discussion op

the above mentioned books might be:

-Do people really look this way?

-How would you feel about this book if you
were a member of this race?

-Was this book written to make them feel good
about themselves? To make fun of them? Why?

-If you, had never met any people from this
group, what would you think of them after
reading this book?

-How do you suppose the author feels about
people from this group?

-How did most people feel about these people
at the time this book was written?

-Why do you suppose this book was changed
after many years?

By teaching children at an early age to question the

author's intent, we arm them with the ability to han-
.

dle questionable material objectively, salvaging the

positive and placing the negative in proper perspec-

tive.

7. -Consider the writer's background'

Some writers can effectively step into.the

shoes of another person and write realistically from

that person's perspective. However, there are
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numerous examples in our textbooks where such was not

the case. Some books written by Whites about the

Black experj.ence have been icclaimed by White critics

and White audiences, but do not document reality as

seen by Blacks. 'One such book is Sounder which won

the Newberry Award in 3.00. In this book, Black

charaCters are not even accorded the dignity of

having a name and they are portrayed as being without

feelings. How could the author have overlooked the

deep feelings of frustration and despair that exist

in Black communities? How could he have truly known

the rage and the concerted effort of the Black com-

munity in beatiAg the White man at his own game?

How could:he have ignored the unity and religious sus-

tenance which permeate the entire Black experience?

Instead the writer has conveyed the impressions he,

a White man, has been allowed to acquire of the

Black community.

In a classroom, it.is imperative to discuss

why a Black family might be percei'ved in this manner.

A good lesson in history should ensue.

8. -Check out the writer's objectivity-

In some instances a writer has a clear perspec-

tive on his subject but chooses to write from hie own

personal bias. He may then omit the contributions of

minority groups by his own choice or he may slant the

facts slightly in another groups favor. Hugh Lofting's

Doctor Dolittle books distort and degrade the African

culture; lifestyle and people. Some of the most

blatant insults have been omitted in recent versions

of these books but earlier editions are easy to come

by for comparison purposes.

Teach children to be on the alert for evidence

of a bias and help children to formulate their own

point of view in accordance with their own values

plus factual information.
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Let your children role play scenes from a story

or a book and encourage them to change roles and try

to play the story from another point of view. Have

them invent their own dialogue as if tjey were that
person. For example, General Custer ould call his

ftfeat a massacre while the Indians might call it a

victory. Let them read about a historical event such

as the landing of the Pilgrims andstheir first Thanks-

giving. Let them try to figure out whether the account

was wtitten by an American Indian, a White settler,

a pilgrim or European explorers. Let them pick out

the words which give clues to the writer's origins.

Help them discover that history was written from the

author's perspective and that usually his biases are

evident.

9. -Watch for words with insulting overtones-

In the English language any statement can,ibe

given negative overtones by simply inserting the

word "black." We have "black lies," which are more

serious than "white lies." When Whites mistreat

other Whites, they may find themselves "black listed."

How can it be a "black list" when all parties involved

are white? Shouldn't it logically be a "white list?"

Our language extends countless opportunities

to nurture and preserve racist attitudes. Many are

not even intentional. We then often pass these racist

terms on to our children who use them also, unknowingly

demeaning themselves and others. Help your students

to know that words can gain stigma from color asso-

ciations. Help them spot descriptive words which are

reserved for certain minority groups, such as shift-

less, savage and primitive.

The children can research these words to find

their meanings from their origins. Helpthem discover
whether the words have maintained their original

meaninas or whether we can assign new meanings to
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them through usage. Help them develop a list of words

which have acquited racist connotations.

10. -Check the copyright date-

Normally, materials with a recent copyright

date will tend to be more acceptable than,ones with

older dates. We must be aware that this is often

not thescase. All materials must be carefully,scruti-

nized. Some publishing companies have a better

record than.other. but some companies are notorious

for their sins of omission and commission in this

area. They continue to publish materials that rank

low in multicultural appeal.
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MULTICULTURALIZING

THE SECONDARY ENGLISH CURRICULUW

Margaret L. Ford

English departments across the country subscribe

to various apprOaches ana philosophies in the teaching

86f English..,c Some utilize the Language Arts Approach

(reading, writing, listening and speaking), the triad

pattern (language, composition and literature), the

'elective, or textbook pattern. I am certain, however,

that regardless of the approach or philosophy, many

English teachers are grappling with similar problems

in their attempts to meet the needs of culturally

diverse students. This paper addresses how those needs

may be met through a multiculturalized curriculum.

I would like to begin my presentation by discus-

sing predispositions of student behaviors as they are

frequently exklibited inside the classroom - baffling

some-of us beyond dismay and leaving others of us

hopelessly .unable to provide a counter response. One

disposition is expressed in "Children's Rhymes."

CHITZREN'S RHYMES

"By what sends
the white kids
I ain't sent:
I know I can't
Be President

What don't bug
them white kids
sure bugs me
Weknow everybody
ain't freel

Margaret Ford is an Assistant Professor in Minority

Women's Studies at Wichita State University.
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What's written down
for white folks
ain't for us a-tall;
'Liberty and Justice--
Huh--Fqr All."1

This expressed attitude illustrates the difficulty

that teachers sometimes experieoce in trying to deve-

lop meaningful instruction for students who feel that

education is a waste of time.

Another disposition expressed by Hughes in "Impasse"

may further stifle meaningful teaching and learning

experiences in rnglish classrooms.

IMPASSE

"I could tell you
If I wanted to' .

What makes me what T am
But I don't really want to
And you don't give a damn."2

These poems reflect a response to the monocultural

educational approach which persisted for generations.

Today the emphasis is changino and certainly English

teachers can play a significant.role in achieving the

desired goal - cultural pluralism.

Multiculturalized English curricula is one of the

vehicles that will lead toward this realization.

Each of our classrooms contain students representing

cultural backgrounds that are positively meaningful

and vital to them. A student's self image and self

perceptions are based on his cultural experiences.

Each teacher is responsible for utilizino those exper-

iences to optimize the students' learnimi experiencei

both individually and collectively.

1 Langston, lluelhos, "Children's ithymes," in Black
Voices, ed. Abraham Chapman (Now Yozk: The New Americ.in

1968), .pp. 428-9.

2 Langston, Huohcs, "impasse," in A Littl,, Trf.osury
Of modern Poetry, ed. ()sear Williams (New Y,wk: ( 'harles

Scribner's Sons, 1970).
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When we think of optimizing the potential of stu-

dents in our English classrooms by multiculturalizing

the curriculum, let us view the ascertainment of basic
6

skills in terms of a Stairstep Ascent to attain maximum'

skills (see illustration I). Regardless of the rillwe or

cultural background, each student acquires certain

English skills i his culture at various eines. The

fact that students of different cUltural groups may

have had very similar exposure to certain standard

English Skills, practices and experiences makes instruc-

tion somewhat easier. The difference and potential

difficulty comes with a student wh9se cultural back-

ground and exposure have been quite different from

others.

What does the teacher do with that student in,for

example,a grammar unit?. The student spe.aks a nonstan-

dard dialect of English and cannot relate to the use

of standard English not' to any of the life style exper-

iences shared by the class. Also, the ptudent has

obvious difficulty comprehending stanaard English.

First, the teacher must recognize as Kenneth R.

Johnson said, 9

Children begin to learn language long
before they enter school; they have
internalized the features of...English
spoken in their primary cultural envi-
ronment. Children born into a middle
class culture learn the standard vari-
ety of English spoken by their parents.3

The teachers should begin working with that student

through strategies similar to those used to teach

English to foreigners, by identifyIng the interference

points. Johnson says this type of problem is caused

by an interference phonologically and grammatically,

a. phenomenon which also operates when speaktrs of one

Kenneth R. ohnsun, "Standard English and Disad-
vantaged Black Children: Teaching Strategies." in
Teaching The Language_Arts_to_Culturally Different
ehildien. eds. William -JOyce'anaJaTdeS hifnks, (mass:
AaaliVnwesley Publishing Co., 1971) , pp. 121-122
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dialect learn another dialect of the same language.-4

For the nonstandard English-speakiWg student, the

alse of materials reflecting his culture is quite impor-
.

tant (see illutration II).

On the Stairstep Ascent, the numbers represent a

range4of progress in terms of the student's English

skills, standard and nonstandard. The spiral that

connects the two sets of cultural functioning skills

illustrates the teacher's role in meaningfully relating

the two sets of.knowledge and maximizing the student's

potential. What is considered a low basic functioning

in one culture may represent a high basic functioning

in another. Also, a student may fukIction at a very low

level in one English skill and a very high level in

another. The teacher's task is to raise the skill

level in the low area(s).

The Stairstep Ascent can serve dual purposes. On

is an identification of student needs, another is the

enrichment of learning experiences of all students.

This type of learning is diversified and interesting

because it incorporates a variety of cultures.

The teacher should be mindful that.it tal'es the

combined efforts of teacher and students to create a

successful multicultural English program. Students

can often be used as resource persons to contribute

to the learning experience.

In making mufticultural learning experiences mean7

inqful and successful, the teachers should consider

certain facts:

-What are the students' academic needs?
-What are their cultural backgrounds?
-What have been their cultural experiences?
-What are students' main interests?
-What are their aspirations?
-What are their "coonitive styles".?5

-A

'Ibid.

r
)Manuel Ramirez and Alfredo Castaneda, Cultural

% Democracy, Ricognitive Development and Educii.tibi( New
.

_ .

York:Academir -Pr-e-S-S, Il9-74).
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The preceding areas give the teacher enough preliminary

information about the diversity of the class to guide

in the.planning of instruction and selection.of course

materials. This information can be collected from the

student, student personal files, previous instructors

or parents.

The strategies for teaching the course content

will be most appropriately determined after the.goals

and objectives for the unit,have been dectded. Selec-

ting the strategies before identifying goals and

objectives is akin to preparing lessons for instruction

before assessing student needs.

The English .curriculum must be multiculturalized

to maximize the potential of each student. Their pro-

gress will be evidrt in proportion to the emphasis

placed on the relationshiP between the student's back-

ground and the concepts and skills to be learned.

Design strategies for multiculturalizing curri-

culum have already been identified by Geneva Gay.

Two of her approaches appear to be particularly appli-

cable toEnglish courses. They are the Bapic Skills

Approach and the Thematic Approach.6 Before the

teacher begins a teaching unit using either approach

she or he should consider:

-The purpose(s) of the unit;

-The objectives of the unit;

-What multicultural materials can be used
to teach the unit?

-What kinds of multicullural learning exper-
iences can enrich the unit and help meet
course objectives?

-What kinds of instructional strategies will
be most effective?

-How shouldstudents be assessed for attaining
these objectives?

6Geneva Cay, "Organizing and Designing Culturally
Pluralistic Curriculum." in Educational Leadership, 1975,
'Vol. 33, No. 3, pp. 176-184.
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The Basic Skills Approach can be utilized in

English classrooms to teach the rtleimentary skills of

reading, writing and reasoning. It enables the teacher

to use ethnic literature to teach grammatical structure,

figurative languagei the identification of plot and

climax and various other skills. The Basic Skills

Approach can improve students' pride and knowledge

about their ethnic groups and broaden their knowledge

about other ethnic groups while reinforcing academic

skills.
7

In bpildinda unit on poetry, for example, a

t

ple-

thora of multicultural course content is available. .

Material such as Hughes' BALLAD OF THE LANDLORD is

appropriate for teaching imagery, rhythm, meter, tQne

or meaning and idea. Listen to Hughes' poem and

visualize the images that he creates. Listen to the

rhythm, the stone and the change of rhythm and meter

in his poem.

BALLAD OF THE LANDLORD

N.Landlord, landlord,
My roof has sprung a leak.
Don't you 'member I told you about it

Way last week?

Landlord, landlord,
These steps is broken down.
When you come up yourself
It's a wonder you don't fall down.

Ten Bucks you say f owe you?
Ten Bucks you say is due?
Well, that's Ten Bucks more'n I'll pay you
Till you fix this house up new.

What? You gonna get eviction orders?
You gonna cut off my heat?
You gonna take my furniture and
Throw it in the street?

Um-huh! You talicin high and mighty.
Talk on-till you get through
You ain't gonna be able to say a word
If I land my fist on you.

7

ibid.
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Police! Police!
Come and get'this man!
He's tryin to ruin the goverrudent
And overturn,the land!

Copper's whistle!
Patrol Bell!
Arrest.

Precinct station.
Iron cell.
Headlines in the press:

AAN THREATENS LANDLORD
TENANT HELD NO BAIL
JUDGE GIVES NEGRO 90 DAYS IN THE COUNTY JAIL"

8

How do you verbalize what you have learned.frem this

poem? By discussing each skill Aeparately, students

should be'able to relate to each of the elements of

poetry contained within the.poem.

The Thematic Approach focuses on major themes and

how'various ethnic groups have dealt with those themes.

C.
a

."Illustrative of those recurrent themes or
concerns are the search for ethnit identity
or ethriicity; protest Against injustices
And inequities; the fight aaainst dehuman-
ization 'and depersonalization; struggle for
freedom. 641

The thematic approach is used to relate different

group experiences. IA English classrooms.this approach

can be used in conjunction with the basic skills

approach to improve'the student's writing and reasoning

skills. A class explorin4 the theme of identity could

.easily discuss the topic from various ethnic and

cultural perspectives'. In addition to using literature

on the theme of identity, the teachdr may use films and

other forms of media to explore the topic. Ellison's

Invisible Man can very effectively stimulatp discussion
a

about theme identity. Imagine yourself, the Invisible

Man, i31 this excerpt from:the prologue of his book.

8Chapman, op. cit., pp. 432-33

9Gay, op. cit.
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'INVISIBLE MAN

"I am an invisible man. .No, I am not a spook like
those who haunted Edgar Allen Poe; nor am I ong of
your Hollywood movie ectoptasms. I am a man of sub-
stance, of flesh and bone, fiber and liquids - and I
might even be said to possess a mind. I am invisible
understand, simply because people refuse to see me.
Like the bodiless heads you see sometimes in circus
sideshow, it is as though I have been surrounded by
mirrors of hare, distorting glass. When they approach
me they see only my surroundings, themselves, or fig-
ments of their imagination - indeed, everything and
anything except me.

Nor is my invisibility.exactly a matter of a
biochemical accident to my epidermis. That invisi- .

bility to which I refer occurs because of a peculiar
disposition of the eyes of those with whom I come in
contact. A matter of the construction of their inner
eyes, those eyes with which they look through their
physical eyes upon reality. "10.

After reading this sxcerpt, teachers may discuss the

topic with students. The students may be questioned

about their feeling of invisibility as it relates to

identity.

Multiculturalizing the English curriculum shows

one'scommitment to the idea of "No One Model America."

This concept is communicated tp students throuch the

teacher's interpersonal behaviors and relationships

with students and colleagues, and through the use of

materials that stress diversity. The teachers must

communicate this ph4otOphy to their students,,who

will then perpquate th4 philosophy of cultural plur-

alism.

Some of the common coneerns teachers have in

multiculturalizing thd4purriculum are as follows:

10Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man (New York: The

New American Library, 1947), p.7.

11American Associatim of Colleges Of Teacher

Educ,ion, "No One Model America." A part of AACTE
principal statement of Multicultural Education and
Teacher Education, Washington, D.C., 1973.
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1. Lack of faculty commitment - Soine faculty members

will prefer the curriculumsto remain as it is

regardless of the potential benefits that come with,

change. Thi.s type of attitude can develop for a

variety of reasons, ranging from laziness to fear

of change. In solving this problem, each faculty

member must feel as though he Aas a stake in the

development of the multicultural English program.

This mutual commitment in the program's success or

failure can be engendered by: a

a. Involving the total English faculty in 11
phases of the multicultural development ocess;

b. Assigning specific tasks and responsibilit es
to teachers;

c. Seeking the opinions of faculty about the co
tent and selection of course materials.

2. Time - Initially, the collection of meaningful

cultural materials to use in your English program

and classrooms will be time consuming. This poten-

tial problem can be reduced if each person has

specifically assigned tasks'for locating materials

to utilize.

3. Cost - Multiculturalizing the curriculum is not a

costly expense, although many people believe it

will be. It will be mecessary, however, to pur-

chase reference materials about groups on whom

there is limited information in the libraries and

English resources center. The initial cost can be

deferred temporarily by the use of persons of var-

ious cultural groups in the classrooms as resource

persons. Even students may be used as resource

persons to transmit aspects of their culture to

other members' of the class.

The benefits of a multicultural English curriculum

far outweigh the problems that may be incurred. The

multiculturalized curriculum is ultimately more enriched

and diversified. Teachers and students will be able
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to enhance their teaching and learning experiences in.

this kind of atmosphere becaUse they will be relating

the knowledge from their experiential backgrounds to

one another.

A variety of strategiei can be successfully used

in multiculturalizing the Englidh curriculum; hOwever,

it is only practical that the goals and objectives be

set and available course materials identified before

strategies are outlined.

I approach the close of my formal presentation by,

once again, emphasizing the necessity for multicultu-

.ralizing the English curriculum. I encourage you to

focus on the Stairstep Ascent approach in identifying

the weaknesses and strengths of individual students in

your English classrooms. Select strategies'that you

can use effectively to overcome interference in the

teaching of basic English skills by relating those

skills to the cultur.al English skills on the Stairstep

Ascent. This approach in conjuncti n with the other

7approaches discussed should help to foster more rele-

vant educational experiences for the majority of

students.

.Various cultural groups have always placed a

premium on education in this society. Even with the

monocultural emphsis, the value was still evident

but ,the potential of students from various cultural

backgrounds was less frequently optimized. The multi-

cultural orientation can'maximize the potential of

every stuAent.

A cultural expression by Langston Hughes in.his

poem MOTHER TO SON is an appropriate ending note.

Hughes' poem conveys the kind o?\7ssage that mothers

across the nation have been communicating to their

children. This is the kind of cultural directive to

which many of your students can relate.
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MOTHER TO SON
000.,

"Well, son, I'll tell you:
Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.
Ws had tacks in it,
And splinters,
And boards torn up,
And places with no carpet on the floor--
Bare.
But all the time
I'se been a-climbin' on,
And reachin' landin's,
And turnin' corners,
And sometimes goin'in the dark

.Where there ain't been no light.
So boy, don't you turn back.
Don't you set down on the steps
"Cause you finds it's kinder hard.
Don't you fall now--
For I'se still goin', honey,
I'se still climbin',
And life for me ain't been no crystal stair."12

Thank you.

12Langston Hughes, "Mother to Son," Amefican Negro
Poetry, ed. Arna Bontemps (New York: Hill and Wang, 1974,
p. 67.
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DAILY PLAN*.

BASIC SKILLS APPROACH

GRADE LEVEL:

PURPOSE OF UNIT:

OBJECTIVES OF THE UNIT:

LEARNING LEVELS OF STUDENTS:

UNIT:

MULTICULTURAL MATERIALS FOR TEACHING THE UNIT:

MULTICULTURAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES:

MEANS OF ASSESSMENT:

The same DAILY PLAN can be used for the

THEMATIC APPROACH.
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MAINSTREAMING MULTICULTURAL MUSIC

IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS

James A. Standifer

The concept of mainstreaming is receiving wide

attention in public education as the result of Public

Law 94-142 mandating the education of all handicapped,

childres. This law provides that large numbers of

handicapped youngsters be removed from special class

environments to the regular school classroom where

their opportunity to become involved in the dynamic

process of life is less restricted.

Music of other cultures is also in need of being

mainstreamed into the regular music curricula of the

AmericF1 school. many of the negative attitudes

about teaching and learning mubic of other cultures

have an, origin similar to, those surrounding the handi-

capped and their movement into the mainstreamed .

'environment. Much of the ethnocentricity and preju-

dice that exists in many U.S. communities and schools

could be greatly diminished

well iesearched approach to

Fortunately, the field

long provided the necessary

cultures which might now be

achool curricula. However,

through a systematic and

music in world cultures.

of ethnomusicology has

research on various music

mainstreamed in our

there are still too few

materials and methods of approach available to school

music teachers and their students. Ourther, too few

teacher-training institutions offer prOgrams and/or

well-prepared instructors who could systematically

James Standifer is Professor of Music and Chairman

of Music Education Department at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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assist, in very practical and appropriate ways, pre-

service and inservice teachers to'become skillful

multicultural music practitioners. Also, the few

institutions that possess adequate training programs

in multicultural music and methods.or, n 'the very .4

east, have*the potential for implementing such pro.;..

gramsi, tend to compartmentalize them in "specialized"

areas (museurqs, cqllections, special studies and cen-

ters): Such compartmentalization often intimidates,

the very'people who could mogt benefit and are often

sO,"specialiZed" as to admit only those individuals

interested !.n a particular area as a career goal.

Seldom do such programs prol'ide the kind of cross-

culturar perspeceive*and tehigues needed by persons

charged with planning and carrying out multicultural

school music programs for young people.

These and many other factors contribute to the

fear and resiAstance often encountered with attempts
3
at mainstre'aming multicultural music. They also

account for the numerous haphazard and poorly planned

programs that currently exist and pass for music of

other cultures courses in U.S. schools. It is ob-

vious to those specializing in the field that these

attempts are superficial, specious and in the long

run, can even be irreparably damaging to the students.

As'in mainstreaming the han.Jicapped, the system-
.

,atical incorporation of music of other cultures into

the total school music curriculum must be- viewed as a

dynamic process, not as a one:-time event. The sys-

tematic and consistent inclusion ot carefully pre-

pared materials and teaching and 'learning strategies

into the school curriculum ore certain to place new
AI
and highly challenging demands on teachers. Moreover,

the fear of change and the often detrimental personal

biases held by many teachers in the arts will contin-

ue to contribute to their iesistance to multicultural
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music education. However, as with the mainstreaming

of handicapped youngsters, the most pervasive contri-

butor to this resistance is simply that teachers feel

extremely inadequate and unprepared to handle this

unfamiliar material. Portunately, the pressures of

the time and some highly creative thought and activi-

ty on the part of many-schdlars in this field are

causing teacher-training institutions to make sub-

stantive changes in their curriculum that should help

rectify this problem.

A Multicultural.Music Education Model
. .."_. _

The author initiated a multicultural music edu-

'cation project at the University of Michigan School

0:. Music in 1974 using. materials and approaches deve-

loped with research grants received during the period

of 1969-1972. In 1973, the materials and approaches

wore tried in selected schools throughout the country.

After extensive re-evaluation and reorganization of

those materials, a more streamlined model.was deve-

loped and tried at the University of Michigan and in

selecred schools in the State of Michigan. Some of

these efrorts consisted of summer course offer.ings at

the University of Michigan focusing on Music in World

Cultures. During the academic year, additional oppor-

tunities wore provided to share insights and practi-

cil experiences with pro-and inservice teachers who

eniolled in A multicultural education lecture series,

:i1)tql!1,.ted l.y tho ProAr.up tor rducational opportunity

in he r m school o! rducation. -!;overal doctoral

:ients aiso undertook school-based research pto-

s testing the mitcrials and 8trdtcilioS outlined

in ho viodol. In all o: these efforts, carefully

selected music cultures (to include the "youth cul-

t I1e11 1 %vete i.omparod, contrasted and used as examples

in toping the general tho:111.: "muitiuultUr.ii music:
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Toward a Commitment to Cross-Cultural Education."

From these activities emerged a theoretical and prac-

tical base fur building multicultural music programs

(K through college) which can potentially be main-

streamed in the school curricula. The musics and

methods of approach proving to be most useful over

the years demonstrated that music, in its broadest

sense, is cblture.

Some examples of the teaching strategies and

materials of the model in question are as follows:'

Experiencing Cross-rhythms Using Two Against.Ttiree

Much Latin American, Afroamerican and African

music cultures make use of a rhythmic feeling of two

against three. Students should be able to feel it'

almost automatically. The following activity and

steps can help accomplish this. Put the following

diagram on chalkboard or project on screen:

LEFT RIGHT

1 1 1

2

3 3

4

5 5

6

Students are to tap (or snap fingers) 1, 3 and 5 with

the right hand while counting to 6 aloud. The first

pulse should be tapped with both hands. Repeat with-

out stopping several times until the pattern is set.

Put this on board or screen:

LEFT RIGHT

1 1 1

2

3

4 4

5

6
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Again have students tap the first pulse with both,

hands, and 1 and 4 with their left hand. Repeat at

a_reasonable but consistent slotted until set.

Now haw students combine the two,

following on board or screen:

LEFT RIGHT

putting the

1 1 1

2

3 3

4 4

0 5 5 5.

.6

After they have practiced this combined exercise until

it is fluent, change the numbers as folloWs to illu-

strhte that they are performing two beats with the left

band while perfOrming three beats with the right hand.

LEFT

1 1 ,

2

OAP

2

3

Have students count aloud the beAts played by the

.
right hand (1-2-3), then the left hand (1-2), while

keeping both hands going. Repeat this process until

students.are able to keep.both hands going while they

cliange counts from 1-2-3, 1-2-3, to 1-2, 1-2, and so

on.

. Now start students on the left/right pattern

without couting aloud. Have them lower their hands

(open palms) onto their desks tops or onto their

thighs while they aro playing the pattern. Insist on

preeision in the pattern;. discpurage the tendency to

lush. Students who persistently have diffietilty
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accoMplishing the activity may.profit from the'use of

words or syllables chanted in the rhythm of two agains

three. .

EXAMPLE: Not - dif-fi-cult

4

IIFT RIGHT

Not 1 Agot 1

0

Students are en-
couraged to snap

dif 2 fingers dr tap

fi 2
desk tops while
chanting the syl-.

cult 3 lables: Not dif-
TrZcult

Finally,.students are strongly encouraged to keep a

steady beat and a consistent tempo.' . Students in Wes-
.% up

tern.cultures often equate ability with speed. They

will tend to rush the beats, thus constantly increa-

sing the speed of the pattern. Explain to them that

this is'an inaccurate portrayalsof certain music'cul-

tures. The constant, repetitive, alm6st unrelenting

beat.of some African rhythms, for example, may be

contrasted wirth certain musics of another-culture

having a different sense of time.
1

0

Help students to become more sensitive to the

West African's timing and rhythm by having them learn

the following rhythmic patterns that are ubiquitous

in this culture.

Counting repeatedly from 1 to 12, clap hands on

the numbers given: 1 . 3 5 6 . 8 . 10 . 12 Repeat
until .Clap: X.X.XX.X.X . X
set.

After this pattern has become set, use a low sound (L)

on the first beat and a high sound (H) on beats 3, 5,

6, 8, 10 and 12. For example:

1 . 3 5 6 . 8 . 10.. 12

L .H.HH.H.H . H

For the low (L) sound strike top of thighs with open

palms. For the high (H) sounds clap hands. The
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African two tone bell or gangoqui may also be used

with this pattern. The large bell will produce a low

pitch, while the small bela will produce the higher

,pitch. Below is given the same pattern, this time

with notation (Western):

1 . 3 . 5 6 . 8 . 10 12

L .H.HH.H. H. H

An even more autbentic sound ana a finer sense of

Western African time and tinbre can be achieved,, using

a rattle with the follOwing rhythm:,

CLAP: 1 . 3 . 5 6 . 8 . 10 . 12

TWO-TONE BELL:L.H.HH.H.H H

RATTLE: U .DUDDUDU D UD
When using.the rattle, the U stands for an upward

motion striking the open palm with the rattle. The

"D" stands for a downward motion striking the tcp of

the thigh with the rattle.

The student should repeat the patterns, counting

softly all 12 beats of the pattern, until set. When

set, students are encouraged to simply "feel" the

natural flow of the pattern after which they may alter

.the pattern with Appropriate improvisations.

As indicated earlier, two-against-three rhythm

are also frequent12 found in music of Latin America.

The example on page 61 is a listening experience which

uses the two-against-three pattern in the beginning

measures. The piece is called "Sanctus and BenediCtus,"

from the folk mass, Misa.criol_la by Ariel Ramirez. A

"blueprint for listening" or Call Chart is provided to

direct the listener's attentions to Apdtific musical

events of the composition as they occur. In short,

the listener is to read various descriptions of the
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musical everit Whi.le hearing the piece. The student's*

attention is directed tp each line of descriptors by

a speaker calling oul the numbers opposite the line

in question. With repeated listening experiences

using'this technique, students find that they have

little difficulty reading descriptors, hearing what

is.described. Not only will they become increasingly

familiar with the musical descriptors or character-

istics, but they will begin to discover more subtle

ones. To anticipate any reading problems among stu-

dents, words in tho.descriptors should be as simple

ancb closely illustrative of the musical event as

possible. Words and/or sentences should' always be

degcriptive, never interpretive. Thus, a sound of

low strings would be described as "thick and low

pitched," not "gloomy and foreboding."

The goal in those experiences is the perception

of musical expressive devices and their use in

various music cultures. Contrasts and comparisons

between music cultures will be matle more effectively

when listening is directed toward this goal. Finally,

teachers will find that students are.able to concen-

trate far more deeply using the Call Chart technique.

Students will soon be able to make their own "blue-

print for listening," using unfamiligr music from

cultures of their choioe.

The material of the Call Chart may be displayed

on chalkboard, projected on a screen or may be distri-

buted to each student for individualized study. A

self-administered evaluation sheet should also be pro-

vided with each Call Chart to check students prouress.

(In the Multicultural Model described here, all the.
material assoicated with a particular learnino expe-

rience is provided in a prourammed format which includes

a dassette of all of. the music, exercises and directions

foT listenino.)
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The following listening experience from Misa

Criolla is one sample from the Multicultural Model

illustrating the Cal& Chart idea:

MISA CRIOLLA
Ariel Ramirez (1921- )

SANCTUS MD BENEDICTUS
2

The mass was composed
by Ariel Ramirez
and is based
strictly on
music found
'in Argentine.
folklore.

Each section
is based on
a particular
rhythmical
element
indigenous

to Latin
America.

CALL
NUMBER

Hoty, Hosanna in the highest!
Holy, Btesbed 6 he Who zometh
Hoey, In the name vA the Lotd.
Hoty, Hosanna in the highest!

Lou!, God oA the Univetse

Heaven and eatth
Ate Aitted with Thy Gtoty!

LEARNING AND SKILLS: 1. Listen carefully
to the rhythmic patterns of the instruments and the
voices... Devise an additional accompaniment to
the recorded music. 2. Identify and perform the
two-against-three patterns.

Guitar
1 Strings, Bass Guitar

2 Pervlssion, Claves, Sandpaper, Wboablocks, Drums

3 G4par--thicker strum

....iL Three male soloists;
chord outlined on:

..-

5 Chorus

6 Soloists in
octaves:

7 'Repetitions

8 Soloists- two parts
Unison two parts:

Santo, Santo, Santo

Santo, SCHOI Vic's dee Univetsol

SenA Dios det Univetso!

Lteuos estan eas cietos
V Ca tietla de tu Geotia
LteHos estau tos cietos
V Ca tielta de tu Geotia

9 Strings and percussion iuterlude

10 Harpsichord; ascending arpeggio

11 Soloists; two parts (j1 iosana en Cas aCtutas!

12 Chorus; four parts (p) Bandit. que vieve
Ulf ee.Alomble dee Scnol

13 Repeat of 11 Josana en Cas aetulas!

14 Repeat of 12 Josaga CH Cas aCtulas!
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Building on the experience of tilo agaipst three

and the reinforcement provided by the listening exam-

ples, the students can make further compar.isons and

contrasts between other music cultures. For example,

oriental music uses instruments in its folk music

that are similar to that of Africa and Afroamerica.

Also, cross-rhythms and improvisation techniques are

a striking and common feature among these cultures.

In Korea, one rhythmic pattern of nine beats and

called "Saemachli" is highly popular and provides a

fine sense of time that is typical of Korean folk

music. The "Saemach'i" rhythm (Say-machae") is very

prominent in various musical examples played on the

changgo--one of the most popular musical instruments

of the country. The changgo is a two-headed drum

which looks much like an oversized hourglass tipped

on its side. (Similar hourglass shaped drums are

found in both eastern and western Africa.) Each head

of the drum is covered with animal skin. The skin on

the left side is thick and has a-soft, low-pitched

sound when struck with the palm. The skin of the

right side is thin and is struck with a stick held

in the right hand, making a hard, high-pitched sound.

Both sides, of course, may be struck simultaneously .

when desired. A similar instrument is a pair of

bongo drums. Students may be encouraged to tap out

the following rhythm pattern of Saemach'i. In

looks like this:Western notation, the pattern

123 45 6 7

9

8

J. 41

r...
123 456 7

8 9

J
8 9

To assist students in learning this pattern, put the

followi,nq numbered exercise on chalkboard or project

it on screen so that they might prar7tice it:
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Count: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Strike
Desk Top:X X X X X

. (with both-hands)

The "X" symbols indicate.when to strike the desk or

table top with open palms. Students should count

the numbers above each X so they will know how long

to keep the hands on the-desk top. The dot (.) means

to rest in silence.

Start the pattern very slowly so that students

don't become easily frustrated. As they gain skill,

increase the tempo repeating the pattern again and

again without stopping. After the rhythm is set, ask

the stvients to clap the pattern using a consistent

tempo and beat. Have them listen to the resultant .

.sound.

Now try the pattern below using both hands,

striking the desk or table top at different times:

Count: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Right Hand: X X . X . (Strike
desk top .

Left Hand: X X X X

After the rhythmic pattern is set, try again. This

time keep half of hand (back portion of palm) on the

desk or table top, raising only the fingers ana

striking them on the desk top. Keep trying the pat-

tern again and again until students can perform in a

relatively fast but consistent tempo. Listen to the

resultant sound.

The teacher may play a variety of Koroan folk

music,(especially folk songs such as "Nodul Kangbyon,

Miryang Ariranq, Toraji, Yangsando, Ulsan Aqasi, or

Yong'byonga,") which use or are based on the Saemach'i

pattern. Students should be encouraged to play the

pattern in accompaniment to the song they choose.



Some Advantages of the Multicultural Model

There are many unexplored advantages of teaching

a course or courses which systematically use various

music cultures and associated approaches to sharpen

perception and increase 'sensitivity to the essence

of all music. Call charts, movement, and personalized

instruction, while effective in well developed multi-

cultural courses, have little value if the teacher

does not have a broad open-minded attitude and a high

degree of competence in music. Also, in multicultural

music curriculum, the careful coordination and use of

visual, aural and psychomotor activities are emphasized

in. each experience to enhance the teaching/learning

experience. This careful coordination insures student

involvement in the life of music cultnres they explore.

It iSbone very efcective way to insure that 'students

have..An Opportunity to explore these musicS.from the

."inside out," and to have direct, meaningful experi-

nces with "processes" of the calture studied.

In spite of the many advantages of the multi-

cultural curriculum, there are still many troublesome

and unanswered questions 'related to course development.

For example, how does on deal effectiiiely with the

persistent stereotypes and misconceptions held by

educators, parents and students? -How do we develop

efficient and immediate means of determining the extent

to which students' attitudes have been changed or signi-

ficantly influenced by their involvement in multicul-

tural courses? Can teacher-training institutions

realistically and adequately prepare teachers to cope

with thE; problems intrinsic to multicultural education

at the grass roots level? The following quote from

Bennett Reimer, noted educator and aesthetician, pro-

vides a partial answer:

"Until the education of music teachers
becomes as broadly based both musically and
generally as we are suggesting here, the
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result of,music teaching in the schools can
not be expected to be any wider or more
valuable than they are at present. We are
not asserting that present practices in

.
music education are.totally invalid or in-,
effective. They are certainly not. But
'our theory of the nature of aesthetic ex-
perience allows us tà evaluate the field
in a new light. Our point of view cuts to
the heart of music's significance in indi-
vidual and cultural life, throwing open for

.question everything presently being done in
the teaching and learning of music.;

411

The questions raised earlier..and many other

wa.rrant careful consideration to insure optimum use

of teaching and learning strategies thus far developed

for multicultural education. The answers to these

questions are critical to emerging programs which are

attempting to avoid the superficialities and "addton"

image which so often characterizes ethnic studies.

They are also decisive and fundamental steps toward

multiculturalist in all areas of American ,education.

Finally, the concept of multicultural education,

is not so idealistic in teaching children mutual

respect or so intent on teaching cross-cultural content.

that it lacks the practicality of monoculturbl educa-

tion.
4 It is practical, but in a sense that emphasizes

the quality of our lives. In fact, the wonder of main-

streaming music of other cultures--of multicultural

education--is that the process Presents a variety of

world life styles and a variety of ways of responding

to them. These experiences--in music, sounds and their

loqic--must be met on their own terms. The inevitable

question raised in any course on musics of other cul-

tures is: it it good music? The question itself sug-

gests that the student has not yet reached the crucial

stage where he might evaluate a music culture on the

same terms as its practitioners. An important stage

in the multicultural music course is reached when the

learner is able to accept the fact that the "value" of
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any music must be seen insa cultural conteXt. On this

impottant point, William Malm, ethnomusicologist, says

the following: ,

...an answer to such a question as
"Is it good music?" can only be made after*
a reply given to yet a further question--
"Good for what?" An instrumental variation
piece played Mria professional musician on
the Korean kayakeum zi-ther or on;a Burmese
harp and a song about water buffalo herds..
sung by a blind street musician playing a
monochord in a.Thailand village market are,
4n this sense, incomparable. They can
really be evaluated best hy'members of the
society that.'inspirdd them. .They are of
potentially equal value for a foreign lis-
tener only, to the degree thfikt he can under-
stand their original culturia context, or,
perhaps, relate them to some aspect of his
own cultural or personal aesthetics.5

This idea is at once a challenge and a warning. The

inventiveness and sensitivity of a people cut across

broad areas f experience. Our schools must teach

our stude s about such experience. More tliari that,

they must elp them recogn+ze the value of the variety

of experience reflected' in the many systeMs of music

existing in today's world.

CONCLUSION

What one perceives about any culture seems to be

in direct proportion to the extent of his personal and

active involvement with that culture. S14ch direct and

active experience serves as a catalyst for intellectual

understanding and sensitivity. When that sufficient

direct experience is lacking, certain culturally dete-

mined characteristics of music, for example, may become

a source of irritation and disorientiition. In fact,

the experience may be so unpalatable to some individuals

as to alienate and exclude them from understanding that

culture.

Does the study of music of other cultures involve

and/or require skills or bohaviors that aro different
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from the study of music in general? One answer may

be that the study of music of X culture, espeCially

4. a multicultural curriculum, is important not as an

end in itself, but as a means of understanding that

despite differences, no one culture or mode of behavior

is intrinsically better than another. Rather, Cultural

differences involve alternative ways of feeling, looking

at, responding to, and/or doing things. The differences

are.hardly absolute or mutually.exclusive. In faCt,

the differences pinpointed about 'a culture's (or gener-
.

ation's) contribution will dften lead to the discovery

of common bonds existing among all cultures and gener-

ations. One may 41scover surprising similarities

among the world's cultures that neither time nor dis-

tance can alter.

Second, as Alan Lomax, America's major collector

of folksongs and author.of note, has said:

"The touchstone is style. Every human
being is drawing his fingers across the
string of his life experience. Whether as
a listener, a participant, or a creator, he
reinforces the patterns by which his culture
lives. In this sense, the artist is the
heart and seul of every culture, but without
the sensitive and sustaining alleoiance of
his audience, the artist would be nothing.
In simpler societies artist und iudience ary
the same."

Mainstreaming music of other: cultures is not a.

panacea for what's la.kilo in multicultural prooram-

ming. However, it seems reasonable to assume tho! it

could form a useful sprinoboard t.'wr1 d ionificant

advance in anderstandino and harin.ssin.: t h mysterious

power of the arts to help pec;p1(. andyrstand and resp.ct.

one another.
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Childrem, and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary--the most

commonly used irvidually administered intelligence

tests.

These traditional tests make no provision for

children like the Mexican American girl who scored

poorly because she has limited exposure to spoken

English. Her mother, father and grandmother speak

their native language in her home; consequently, she

is quite fluent ih Spanish but reads and understands

very little English. 'Rather than accept the scbre of

34 which placed her in the severely retarded range,

the child's mother demanded retesting in Spanish.

This time the child scored 49 poitts higher. If she

had been administered an p test geared to het' cultural

background, mightn't she have done even better?

Educational esting is a big game. The testing

game, as I prefer to call it, is an ongoing-series of

transactions designed to sort people into groups.

Most children are required to participate.

The (Jame is played by individuals at four levels:

1) Game Producers

II) (ame Advocates

TrI) Game Dealers

IV) Game Pawns

The Game Producers*.._....

The ganle producers are the test publishers who

construct the dame and make the rules.

About 75 years ago, twy Prench psychologits,

Alfrod Binet and Theodore 5-limon, constructed ono of the

first t (5t t the lequest of the F'rench

go..,(.tnment. Tho purpose was to id(g.tify "feebleminded"

children so that the government could airange fox their

special sciwolinu. Later, Lewis M. Terman, a psycho-

0.1inr on-s Ire: ETS', ACT, !;l2A, Psych, (*err.,

Weson Psych.
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loqist at Stanford Unive,csity, revised the Binet-Simon

tests - published by Houghtbn-Mifflin Co. - to include

tests for age levels from 2 to 14 years pIus four levels

of adults. Many present-day intelligence tests are in

some ways descendants of the early Binet-Simon tests.

These t.paditional tests usually inclUde items on,

memory, reasoninu, definitions, numerical a6ility and

vocabulary. .

At first, minorities were excluded from the groups

used in standardizing the test items and in determining

the average scores and other statistics. In fact, in

1944, Wechsler, whose standardized tests continue to be

widely used, cautioned in his book, The_Measurement of

Intelligence/ thtat his Wechsler-Bellevue test norms

were exclusively for the White population:

'We have eliminated the 'colored' versus
'white' factor by admitting at'the outset that
ou'r norms cannot be used for the colored popu-
lations of the United States. Though we have
teeted a large number of qplored persons, our
standardization is based upon white subjects
only. Wo omitted the colored population from
our first standardization because we did not
*4001 that norms derived by mixing the popula.-
tions could be interpreted without special
provisos and reservations."

4.

Tho Wechsler Intelligence Scalo for Children (WISC).-

published by .the Psychological Test Corpovations - was

based on a sample of 2,200 White children. In the new

revised WISC (WISC-I0, only 165 Black males and 165

Black females wore included in tho 'test sample. Do

3.i0 Blaek children constitute a reprosentative sample

million minority persons in this country?

v

A question on tho WI:-;C sks: "If your mother sends

yt-i to the store for loaf of broad and there is none,

what do y!)11 de? Dr. Joe Cardenas, superintendent of *a

:;a31 Antonio sehool district, in pointing out testing

bias for Hispanic* childri.n, noted: "Wirin.1 my youth,

I WA!-; sent fer tortillas, and the purehase of brea(1

wit; unhoard of in my how until I was 15 yeats old."

\`.
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"Well," you might say, "the WISC is only one

example of bias." Not so; the Stanford-Binet and the

Peabody PictuVocabulary eluded minorities

from their normative sample fact, the 1937 revi-

sion of the Stanford-Binet was based on more than 3,000

American-born White children and was in use for 23

years before it was revised in 1960. The Peabody

sample was based on over 4,000 White children from

Nashville, Tennessee.

Needless to say, there has been a variety of

reactions to the problems of testing minorities. Some

psychologists and educators feel that the solution is

easy. Admitting that traditional tests have been

standardized on White students, they expect minority

students to score lower and,'thereforer suggest that

10 or 15 points be added arbitrarily to minority scores.

True, this would seem a simele and immediate solution,

but it presents,other problems.

Another group,suggests that to correct these

testing injustices we need only prepare ifitelligence

teszs in native tongues for minprity groups who speak

a different language outside the classroom. This might

work for middle class Whites who speak another language

besides English. However, merely translating tradi-

tional tests into other languages does not eliminate

the bias created by middle class White conceptts that

might-be alien to minorities. In addition, it would

be almost impossible to translate tests into not only
0

languages but dialects. Spanish dialects and Black'

dia,lects can differ between countries or even among

areas of one'country. The dissimilarities can be as

great as between Greek and Chinese. The problem is

also raised of who would administer the different

dialect tests and give the instructions.

Other pSycholpgists believe that to reverse in-

equities it is only necessary to ,expand our standard-

ization sampleinclude students from ethnic groups

77
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haV1n4 a variety of different characteristics. This

approach would attempt to restandardize an dxisting

device, but would we not still be using the same words

and concepts for everyone?

Perhaps :he most.insidious effect of IQ scores is

that they label a chilcl--not temporarily, but for life!

Test--IQ, achievement, and aptitude--are powerful

instruments in shaping teacher expectations, educational

curricula, one's opportunities, experiences, and self

concept. The child who receives a low score is called ,
"retarded," "uneducable," "slow," "deficient," etc.

It does not matter that from '3 p.m. to 9 9.m.,these

same children may exhibit many forms of behavior.which

suggest that they are quite in.telligent.. They'are

automatically placed (or, misplaced) in special classes

or in low tracks within the first eight days of schbol.

Thoy receive inferior educations, including slower-

Iaced approaches and limited subject content. Their

intellectual development is curtailed or destroyed%

This labeling by 10 score has tremendous psycho-

logical impact on the child early in the elemeptaey

school years. The child--not the.educator or test

designerfeels responsible for his or her failure.

The child becomes a victiali. The negative self concept

influonces all future undertakings, damaging self

estoem and subsequent relatuonships and accomplishments.

CS)he scored ] oon d test; therefore,(s)he is intel-

lectually inf ler.

At another level, more problems in testing minor-

iti,g extst.. Ono of the most influential Lest currently

used for determining who will receive highe)* oducqtion

is the SC-holastic Aptitudo Test, or the SAT. The
A

College Entrance. Examination Board (CEEB) wbich pioduces

the SAT and the Educotional Testing° Service (ETS) which

administers it, both acknowledge the inherent discrim-
.

inafion in the exam. A special commission appointed by

the CEEB recommended that the'Board e,xaminations taken by
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about two million students each year be replaced grad-

ually by a flexible assortment of tests to measure the

abilities other than verbal and math skills that also

contribute to a successql college and professional

career.

-

II) The Game Advocates

The game advocates are the schools, colleges,

univerSftiei and emp4Joyers who support testing through

their'acceptande nd reliance on its rules and outcomes.

They have*acqu4esced tothe game producers by letting

them influence their decisions about admitting stude4s

and hiring employees. These advocate schools, colleges,

universities.and employers are in a gOod position to .

force the producers to.improve the game since they are

the-conduits tlirough which the tests must.pass before

being adopted. The schools could demaAd a better and

non-:biased product. But'rather than confronting test

publishers, stating their needs and requiring the_deve-.

lopment qf tests to meet those needs, most institutioni

and employers have passively accepted what.is available..

They are underinformed, Orchasers

of alm6st any test sold by maje..y. testing corporations.

Accepting,a simple test' score is easier thri system-
.

aticalay analyzing the strengths and weakness of the

applicants. a The game advocates give in to expediency

instead of fairness becauSe the game serves their over-

all piurpose - sqrtinq applicants.
e
Institutions and omployers aro in a stromrposition

to Make test publishers 'Accountable, but this w6uld

cost them time and effort. Therefore,they support the

game by accepting its rules and outcomes.

IIT) Game Dealers
A

The game dealers dry the counselors, teachers,

psychologists and others who aqually rtlin the game.

They are responsible for carrying out the rules for
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'the advocates and are designated by the producers'to

absorb the blame from testing critios. This part of

the game is "blaming the dealer:"

The dealer:1 are usually unskilled in principles

of test development, underskilled in test interpreta-

tion and simply perform the mechanical role of admini-

stering the tests and reporting the results. They

have little, if any, enlightened profelpional perspec-

tTve. They often perceive their roles in terms of

carrying out policy, rather than influencing it. Their

feedback to the advocates tends to reinforce test use

rather than question its possible abuses. Many game

dealers who are aware of the abuses of testing ration-

alize that "If I don't give the tests, they'll hire

someone else who will, and where will I be?" Thus the

dealers are the hired guns who wittingly or unwittingly

play out the script as prepared by the producers and

encouraged by the advocates. Again, no one wants to

be accountable for the' consequences of the testing.

While the game dealers,must bear significant

responsibility for giving tests and wtiting interpre-.

tations which have adverse effects on the game pawns,

they are not alone to blame. They have come under

much attack, but the attack should also be directed at

the publishers who have developed biased instruments

and to institutions and employers who support their

dissemination and extensive use.

TV) Game Pawns-------

Game pawns are the students hnd job applicAts

who do not understand the rules of the game and whose

futures are heavily determineu by the game outcomes.

They are motivated to play the testing game by the

promised "payoff" of jobs, education and other oppor-

tunities. Pawns can be divided into two subgroups:

(I) .those who "luck out" (usually middle class Whites)

because the game is based on their perspective and
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experiences; and (2) those who "lose out" (usually

minorities) because the game is not based on their

perspective or background. The first group is not

adversely affected by the testing game.. .In tact:

because they won, they sometimes become supporters of

the game and question the motives otthe losers and

others who bitterly charge that thelame is unfair.

It is the losers who are the victims of the

testing game. The.testing of minority students and

job applickints has tended to serve as nothing more

than a mechanism to decide who should be excluded from

educational and economic opportunities. The testing

game starts in e'lementary school when it is used to

decide which students should be removed from the

educational mainstream. Often they are placed into

second or third rate programs which tend to restrict

severely, if not cnd, thei? equal educational oppor-

tunity. Virtually every! school system having large

enrollments of minority students has groulft who are

assigned (on the basis o' test scores) to "terminal

education," "slow learner," "Educable Mentally Retarded"

and otheg such pejorative classifications in numbers

which are otit of proportion to their represeritation

An the school population. Students labeled by such

classifications usually experience lower self esteem

and fall victim to sell-fulfilling prophecy. It starts

with the stntement, "they can't learnt" continues when

thy teacher docides not to,teach them anythino and ends

with "I told you so" when the labeled child shows no

improvement after further "instruction." We must pul

an end to this scenario which has resulted in thc

educational stagnation and psycholooical abuse nf f;o

mmny minority children.

The economic implications of such classifications

are cleat. Tht, cowpleiion ot only a second.rate or

third rate educational prc)ordm plorrs such individuals

at distinct disadvatitaaes when competino tor jobs or

HI
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higher education. Consequently, they must generally

accept low-paying, unskilled jobs which perpetuate the

cycle of poor education/poor opportunity/poor educa-

tion for their children.

.Despite the staggering odds against them, some

potential "losers" are able to escape the consequences

of the tesemg game. Two brief case histories follow:

Earl "Duke" Harvey, a Black student-Was in the

lowest percentage of his graduating class from Central

High School'in St. Louis. Scoring only 74 on the .IQ

test and displaying a sevee speech impediment, he wcEs

advised not to go to college because of his low SAT

scores.

Yet, Earl Harvey - through determination, perse-

verance and staminas, refused to let a speech impediment,

ridicule from his peers and the wOrst kind of degra-

dation a youth can face--rejection--stoplhim in his

drive for success.

Ear "Duke" Harvey went on to attend Tennessee

Agricultural and Inaustrial University in. NashVille

where he made the Dean's List and graduated with a

3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. In additi.on,

against all odds, Earl Harvey received his doctora1 te

in Secondary Education from Michigan State University

on June 12, 1976. On September 1, 1976 Earl Harvey

received a Testimonial Resolution from the Detroit

Cite: Council stating that:

"Dr. Harvey has set an example for youth
everywhere who may be touched by adverse.
conditions, that succass is possible if
self value is maintained. Now therefore,.
Be it Resolved that the Detrof\City Coun-
cil commends Dr. Earl Harvey fur his
personal aehim;ements..."

Another example is Ronnte L. Collins, a Black

student wh() attended Pocomokg,Maryland High School.

Before he vraduated in 1970, Ronnie was advised by

a White counselor that he should forget about college,
t.



and that if he insisted on further schooling, he should

choose vocational training because pf his loW test
scores.

Collins ignored the advice however, enrolledin

Bowie State College and graduated four years later with

honors in the top ten percent of his class. 'He was

president of his senior class and consistently made

the Dean's List. He won both a Fulbright-Hayes

Scholarship and a Danforth Fellowship. The prestigious

Fulbright-Hayes Scholarship will enable Collins to

attend 1.1e University of Scotland at Edinburgh where

he will study comparative linguistics. Collins will

receive.full tuition and living expenses for four

years 'and pursue his Ph.D. in preparation, for a career
in college teaching.

Ist would be a gross understatement to say that

Harvey and Collins were misjudged. The point is that

untoid'thousands of Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Asian

and other minority students are being denied access tor.

institutions of higher education today because of what

game producers call "error variance." I prefer to call.

it "intentional variance" or the "zero sum game." It

is no accident that Harvey, Collins and.the black teen-

ager (the author) mentioned on page one of this paper

were advised not.to go to college; the educational

system in this country is structured so that similar

tragedies befall many similar students.

This explanation of thc testing game should make

all players --producers, advocates, dealers and pdwns--

very aware of the rules of the game, the parts which

they play in the script, the payoff 'for producers,

advocates and dealers and the.consequenees for pawns.

Despite widespread calls for testing moritoria,

the.development of valid tests and better training of

all involved in the oame, the game continues to run as

usual.
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However, a'new.phase may have just begun in the

testing movement; the litigation phase; and this

phase may lead to fairness. Recently, California

became the first state to pass "A Truth in Testing

Law" to prOtect test-subjects from the misuse of

psychological testing. Although the law applies only .

.to undergraduates and graduate schools, it.may pave.

the way for more comprehensive testing legislati9n in

the future.

In addition, on October 16, 1978, lawyers for 10,

Black Tampa high school students filed.a suit charging

that Florida's functional literacy testing is uncon-
.

stitutional. The.suit challenges the 1976 Florida

statute that set up the nation's first statewide

functional literIcy test which was administered to

about 116,000 high school juniors for the first time

in the fall of 1978. .77% of the Black students failed

the math portiOn compared to 24% of the White students.

The communications section was failed by 26% of the

Black and only 3% of the Whites. Extensive statewide

literacy testing programs or.variations thergoof have

been developed in about 37 other states.

Thus, While many psychologists, educators and

courts agree that traditional tests are ,liscriminatory,

we are faced with the question,yWhat do we do about it?"

Several solutions to the problems in traditional tes-

ting have been posed. Among tfib more prominent early

approaches to the problem were "culturally free" and

"culi:urally fair" testing.

Culturally free tests are those that would elim-

inate cultural influences altolether. They were based

on the premise that if we eliminate "words" or the

use of lanqua4e from a test instrument, we could find

out whether a child could reason, identify and perform

in a universal manner. But language is used to commu-

nicate. HQW can a test communicat!e its directions or
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instructions without language? How can a child com-

municate his or her abilities without understand'ing

the test"s instructions? Because it is virtually

impossible to eliminate language from tests, the culr

turally free moliement was abandoned.

Finding it impossible to 'eliminate the'influence

of culture from testing devices, then deSigners consi-.

dered a test with items that would be familiar tc

many ethnic groups--a culturally fair test.

I believe strongly that we cannot eliminate the

subtle differences that exist in cultural style.

Everything we do--our perceptions and our responses--

is influenced by our cultural environment. hnd these
reactions can be misconstrued by someone outside our
cultural environment. As an example'an item on the

WAIS asks, "When is Washington's birthday?" The anbWer

ff course, del3endS in large part on who is rating the
responses. A White rater may take for granted that

the examinee knows the question refers to george
Washinaton. Do Black children lack intelligence if

they give Booker T. Washington's birth date? Are

Black children uneducated if they don't know who

wrote "Faust?" They may be able to tell you who

.wrote."Lift Every Voice and Sing,""the Black National
Pnthem.

Becatse cultural influence cannot be divoreed

from the testing process,I decided to reverse the

approaches used previously. Rather than attempting

to elimincee cultural froctors, I designed a test that

would im-lude and capitalize on the type of information

to which the average Black peeson has been exposed.

The test is constructed by Blacks, for Blacks and

standardized on Black gro,ips. It is a culturally

specific tegt (CST) designed to match the cultural

background of the examinee.
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Culturally Specgic Tenting: A Rationale

Thus, my approach to testing is based mainly on

a principle of cultural match which sates:

Learning one acttvity either facilitates
or hampers the learning of another, contin-
gent upon the similarity or dissimilarity
between the learner's cultural background
and the material'to be learned.

In the instance where learning is facilitated

we have matching characteristics or what traditional

inychologists refer to as "positive trarinfer effects."

In the other instance wheie learning Is hampered, we

have mismatching characteristics or what is ca3led

" negative transfer effects," I contend that Black .

children show a readiness for learning early in life,

but for learning materials different from those found

on IQ tests or used in today's public school curriculum.

Their unique background experiences and learning sets

tend.to prepare them for survival rather than academic

skilis. The result is a Mismatch or discontintiity,

between their prior learning experiences and the

questions they will encounter on teststand in eiemen-

tary school.

One goal that I set .for'CST's then, was to corrsEt:

the mismatching of Black children's background and.

elementary school experiences. It is,time to stok:

permitting low scores on traditional tests to influence
-

the quality of Black school children's future education..

As a first step, an associate, L. Mendell.Rivprs and I

demonstrated the effects, of language on the te#t

performances of Black children. We divided 890 kin-

dergarten, first and second grade Black childten ixto

two groups of 445 each., Variables of race, IQ, age,/

sex, and grade were controlled by balancing the groups.

We used the standard version of the Boehm Test of

Basic Concepts id a culturally specific version of

the same test we had developed. The Boehm Test of
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basiF concppts consists of 50 pictorial multiple-
.

choice items involving conbepts of 's0ace, quantity

'And time. Black teachers and graduate students

,ttanslated theconcepts and objects into language

familiar to the,Black c4ildren. ExamOles.of 'the

basic concepts in standard and.in culturally speici

fif versions are as followss

STANDARD VERSION

(I)." Space:
Mark the toy that is
behind the sofa.

(2) Quantity:
Mask 'the apple that

.

is whole. .

(3). Times
Mark the boy who is
beginning to climb the
tree.

"b.

. .

Mack the toy that is
in back.of the sofa.

.Mark'the apple that
is still all there.

Mark the boy who i8
filcing to climb the
trOe.
(Variations such as
starting tb, getting
ready to, etc., may
be used.

V

The. results of the study.showed'clear-cut dif-

ferences. The average scores on the culturarly

specific mersion were significantly )tlgher than

those on the standard version. The
i

findings also

suggest that the standard version of the test did not

activate the child's linguistic systems to the extent

that the culturially specific version did.' The results

further suggest that the.Blaek child may develop a

unfque dOgnitive-linguistic.system rather than show '

defici.ency in h'is area. The present traditional

tests and curriculums neither capture Black children's

interest nor maximize their learning opportunities.

Through cultyrally spedific tests i.hope to.stimW.ate

the Black child's.interest in academia by (Ming

language and material .familiar to Black children.

Although most testsare based on classroom content,

I want io reverse the procedure. T want educational

programs to adapt tsi the child rather than the child
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adapting to'the programs.

Using designed.tests to catch the "Black child's

interest( I holiwe to put the burden onrthe schools to

maini4n this interestto create appropriate learning

experiences in the classroom that will relate to the

Black child's background experiences. In this way I

want to,achieve a closer simil#rity between tests and

school curriculums for the Black child.

Another goal.has been to produce a good predictive

testing tool for 'Black aildren. In doing extensive

research on the predictive qualities of tests, my

associates and I at the Institute of Black Studies

in St. Louis noted that the relationship between-

ability tests (the,"predictor") and,scholastic perfor-

mance (the "criterion") influences the predictive

power of tests. When there is'a good match between

the two, the prOictive power of ability is higher,

and vice versa. One of .the reasons that trhditional

tests have not been good predictors for Black children

is that ability (or achievement) tests actually rely

heavily on what dfle haw learned. These tests, admini- .

ttered within the first few days of school, do not.

necessarily determine what the Black child has lehrned

from 0-6 year's of age. There was mirtuaily rio match

between the traditional test and the Black childs

learning experiences. Therefore, if my culturally

specific instruments actually identify this knowldege,

they dould be. 6onsidered gdod predictors of and measures

of future academic and vocational success.

Later in my research I introduc6d the notion'of

"moderators," or factors that influence Or interfere

with the predictive quality of tests (not just cultu-

rally specific tests but-atll tests). These moderators

are iex, race, socioecondMic status, interest, motia

vation, anxiety, compulsivity and sboiab,ility. Whkn

these moderating faCtors are absent, then the predic-

tability is lessened. For instance, take the case of



.

4a student taking a fair test ol what he has learned,

bUt who is very tense because a parent is hospitalized.

Wouldn't his score be lower than if he had only the

test 'tq concentrate °V Moderators then can effect ,
6

6scores in varying degrites.
4 Vsychologists and educators have referred to

Black children as "deficient",in language ability and

consequently in thought patterns. I do not think

that Black children are cognitively different from

White children in their capacity to discriminate,

recognize, identify and manipulate the processes in.

the world around them. The Black child is not defi-

cient, but merely labels lilts cognitions'differently.

Also, the use of fhe Black language does not seriously

imimir Black coMmunication in the echool system. Does

the Black child perceive a spatial relationship dif6

ferently from a White gpild'when one-says,"the book is

under the table,"and the other says, "the book is up

under the table?" In referring to an animal with four

legs, a tail, and a bark, is the German child deficient

when he calls this animal "chien?" Or a White middle

class child who calls the animal "dog?" Or e Black

child who balls the animal."puppy?".'Remember, children

become aware of an object and then attach a certain

sound (a word or label) to it. Children are able to

cbmmunicate their tlboughts to others in the'erNiron-

ment whO recognize the concepts the words represent.

Thus, it was imperative that I identify Black

speech patterns in order to validate the language of

the Black child and also to repudiate 'the pejorative

labels (i.e., "deficient," "deprived," etc.) applied

by some educators and psychologists to their language.

Since language is the vehicle for A vast amount of

what we call "intelligence," I assemnled a Black

vocabulary, identifying the words by which Blacks

express themselves. To offset the pejoretive labels

of "non-standard speech," "Black English," and "slang,"
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I coined the term "Ebonics" (Ebony'or Bilack + phonics

or speech,sounds) which is in wide use'today...A.few

exagples of Ebonics and"their standard Snglish etuiv-

alents fo1104:'

r don't )(pop/ what page you are on.
(I don't Understand what you are saying.)

The hawk is dpfinitely'not jiving.
(It is extremely cold outside.)* . ./

Gettifig over like a fit rat- in a cheese faCtory.
(Being extremely successful in ones undertakings)

This research has resulted in the publipation Of

Ebonics: The Langpage of Black Folks, a book on Black

creative speech expressions in both verbal and non-

/s!rbal brims. We now use Ebonics in the design mate- .

rial of my research and culturakly specific tests.

The Black Intelligence Test of Cultural Homogeneity_

My major goalvas to design a Black ihtelligence

test. The major objectives of the test are to identify

early intelligence indicators in Black children and to

use them as moderators in traditional tests. In

devisirg the BITCH,-we selected a list of 100 items

drawn exclusively from the Dictionary of Afro-American

Slang, from a; article.in the American Personnel and

Guidance Journal, and from the perSonal experiences
4
of myself and others have who lived and worked in the

Black community.

Here are a few items from the BITCH to be defined

as Black people use the words and expressions,:

1. Alley apple

(a) Brick
(b) Piece of fruit

2. Get it together

(ab) To,go to jailA
(b) To do something

, 3. Jump sharp

(a) Well,dressed
Cb) Angry

(c) Dog
(d) Horse

(c) Cor4ally invite
(d) Corrupt'

(c) Bitter
(d) Get the point

(



4. Oreo

(a) An int le-ctual (c) A cookie .

(b) An Un61e Tom (d) A White libtal

It %els i restbig to note the reactions0Of the
owc:,

Black and White students on standardization tryouts

of the BITCH. The Black students became intensely'

interested in.the test and made comments like: "Man,

thiseis a bid.test." "This is really hip." "It's

outta sight." The White Audents, on' the other hand,

seemed quite challenged. They sighed, appeared tense,

and showed Other Uigns of discomfort. ;Some of the

White students even questioned the validity of the

test.

'- .1 Twenty-eight Black NeighboAtood Youth.Corps high

school dropouts were administered the .California

Achievement Test (CAT) and the BITCH. The CAT results

indicated grade levels that were substantially below

average for the age group tested. The resUlts on the

BITCH were .precisely at the level expected, showing

that a test which is fair to tlie population.it attempts

to assess leads to more representative findings. Ip

addition, it confirms the sensitivity of the BITCH to

"intellectual indicators" not usually found in conven-

tional tests.

Since the BITCH is a cul urally specific tests

and the CAT is not, the correlation between the two

tests was low. The subjpets whd scored low on the

CAT did not necessarily sco're low on the BITCH, and

1" vice. versa. Some of the low CAT scorers were among

the high BIM' scorers. If they were measuring the

same'thing, examinees would receive, high marks on

both tests. These findings suggest that the BITCH

and the CAT aie measuring different phenomena.

The cross-validational study of the BITCH was

done by Nathaniel McNeil of the Minnesota Metropolitan

*State University. McNeil compared the Performance of
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74 BlaCk students (37 male aitd 37 female) to 155 white

.tudents (76 male and 79 female) on the BITCH and the

Lorge-Thorndike Tntelligencb Tost. On the Lorge-lhorn-

dike Test, the average score for the White students

was 13.08 or 3.95 points higher than the average score

of 9.13 for the Black students. On the BITCH, however,

Black students average0 18.05 points higher than the

White students. The disparity between the averages

was'construed as favorable for the Black students

since, as McNeil argues, Black students must learn

how tO deal both with their.immediate environments

from which the BITCH is drawn and with the dominant

values of Whtte middle class culture reflected by

the Lorge-Thorn4ike. There is,howaver, no compulsion

for Whites to understand Black culture which differs

markedly from theirs in many ways.

Similar findings'were reported by Joseph Matarazzo

and Arthur N. Wiens.of. the University of Oregon Health

' Science Center. Their study compared the BITCH and

the Wechuler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) scores of

17 Black and 66 White police applicants. They report

considerable overlap in the'distribution of WAIS seores

but a bimodal result for the BITCH. Additional analy- ,

ses revealed no correlation between BITCH and WAIS

scores. Again, the BITCH may be picking up information

not usually measured !.n traditional IQ tests.

BITCH can also be used as a measure of tensitivity

to the Black experience. Horace Mitchell, former ,

Director of Black Studies at Washinot^n University,

conducted a study which examined the relationship

between White counselors' sensitivity to the Black

experience and their counseling effectiveness with

Black clients. What the study revealed was quite

interesting. The average scores of the White counselor

trainees were quite low--suggesting a general insensi-

tivity to the Black experience. Eighty-eight percent
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of the white counselors scored below the level indi-

cative of meaningful sensitivity to the Black exper-

ience. The findirgs suggest a dire need in counselirig

. training programs t.o make White counselors more aware

orthe Black experience, expecially those.who are

likely towork with Black populations.

4. The culture specific BITCH represents a different

approach to intelligence testing in that it attempts

to assess what Black students in particular have

learned. If a child c'an learn in one environment, he

can also lea6 in another and maste those aspects of*

the elemeritary school curriculum requiring this dimen-

'ion or ability.

In conclusion, I am reminded of the story about'

the father who.read stories to'his son about man

fighting the lion, the king of the jungle. Although

the lion was the king,.he always ended up losing to

man. One day thel7child wondered aloud about this

contradiction: Hai can the lion be king of the jungle

when he always loses his battles? The father very

wisely replied: "As long as man is writing the stories,

the endings will always be the same. When the lion

learns to write, the endings will be different."

"Res Ispa Loquitor." (The situation speaks for

itself).
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.XRAYinq a Multi-Cultitral Society

to Look at the Future

Frederick L., Goodman

The Arcise presented is not designed to predict

what.the future holds for those concerned with multi-

cultural Matters. Rather, it offers an opportunity -

for people to experiment with a variet: of futures,

thereby.offering a chance to reflect on alternatives..

Two ideas lie at the heart of the exercise:

. A single society (as contrasted to a
population of people organized into
several societies) is a society because
there are some important decisions made
within the society which affect every.-
body.in that society.

2. To them extent that a society is composed
of several groups; each of which has
values that are more or Bpss distinct to
that group4 the society can be described

, as a multicultural society.

Xhere is an Obvfous tension between these two ideas..

Tf decisions mado by a soCiety impinge on groups

within that society that value different things,

sooner or later the major question is going to be;

How dre the decisions made? To the extent that this
. . . . _ . . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ .

question is answered "in a decentralized fashion,"

we .can say that the groups are disassociated froM one

atiother and make their own decisions. Thus, the

single, multicultural society dissolves into a number

of separate societies. To the extent that a system

wide decision rule binds everyone in the several

groups, even though they value different things, a

single, multi-cultural society exists.

The challenge is to make decisions that are fair

- - - - -

Frederick Gqodman is a Professor of Education
at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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AD ill those involved without eithesftregsessing td a

,decigion-making level which' involves only people of

similar values"or homogenizIng peoples' values so

that everyone invdlvedin I:he larger organization is

assumed to value the.same things.

To experiment with thin halleage one can'play

a modified form of BINGO. The.modifications4(which

parallel the two ideas noted above) are:

1) More than one "bingo ball" is drawn each
time, so players'must somehow decide which
e "counts."

2 Th "bingo cards" are specially designed
s that some players tend to have only
very low numbers on their cards, others
only high numbers, etc., thus creating
groups of people who tend to value the
same things, e.g., very low numbers.

These rules are sufficient to launch many experiments

for example: a
,

1) Start with several minority groups valuing
relatively low numbers, part way through
the exercise, add new people to their .

groups so that people who were formerly
in.the minority are in the majority.

2). Use,decision rules other than plurality
voting to decide which ball "counts,"
e.g., use 'probability voting" which
allows decisions to be made in a way
Which reflects minority interests.

These two examples illustrate phenomena which

may well Occur in the' future: a change as to who is in

the majority, and the advent of technology which
1

facilitates different voting techniques. No doubt

. other ideas for experiments wilj emerge as people

participate in the exercise. The exercise'is named

XRAY instead of BINGO to suggest that it is a-device

for studying the underlying structpure of the body

politic. Just)what is tO be XRAYed is up to those

using the technique.

The exercise itself is played as follows by

groups of 30 participants:
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'Identify three "minority" groups.as Groups I, II

and III with three people in Group I, four in Group II,

and five in Group III. Identify twelve people as

members of Group IV. Four players should be "set

aside" to join the "minority" groups later on to give

Groups I, II and a majority, during the second half

of the game. Table 1 shows how cards can be laid out

so that each group will tend to coalesce around certain

numbers more than others. Players should be provided

with XRAY CARDS'made 'al& dittoing a large 4 x 4.matrix

with the letters XRAY at the top (See Figure 3) and

the numbers copied onto each card from Table 1. Players

in Groups I, II and III should get one card each;

players in Group IV should get two cards each (on the

rationale that members of the "majority" often have

"more ways ..o_f winning" than members of "minority"

groups.) NOME' THAT THESE ASSUMPTIONS CAN AND SHOULD BE

CHANGED BY THOSE RUNNING THE EXERCISETO SUIT THEIR

INTERESTS, BELIEF!: AND NEEDS. Provide each player with

a handful of "tokens" (perhaps simply-;slips of paper)

to numbers that tare called.

The game director should then draw numbers from a

gab bag (analogous to drawing bingo balls from a mixing

device). Thesi can be sdips of paper (or, for example,

blocks onto which stickers have been affixed) containing

the numbers listed in Table 2. THREE NUMBERS,SHOULD BE

DRAWN AT ONCE and the decision as to which one "counts"

is.to be made by the entire group. This decision should

be made initially by a simple plurality vote, i,e., the

number receiing the grcatest number of votes is the

nuMber that players should cover. The number slip is

put aside and ,the two not chosen should be mixed back

into the grab bag. This procedure should be cOntinued

until someone "wins" by getting "four in a rowm. (verti-

cally, horizontally or diagonally).

It should be noted that much discussion is likely
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to take place among the players prior to the first

"win". Members of the majority are likely to express

concern over "vnting" on numbers that don't affeet

tbem directly. Sitould they do so to help members of

their groups? Why? Ts their motive to earn the sup-

port of other members of that group in the future?

Ts that fair? How does it feel to watch others' cards

fill up while you sit by powerless as a member of

Group I? Should Groups I, II and III try to stick

together? What is going to happen when the four

other people held in reserve join Groups t, TT and

111? Should some other decision method than "plurality

voting" be used?

The game director should make variations in the

procedure as he/she '(or the group) desires. An obvious

next step is to bring in the four new players, e.g.,

two to Group-T aAd one each to Groups TT and TIT.

Somewhere along the line it is highly desirable

to introduce the concept of "probability voting)" a

little known but important idea in the history of

decision theoryAThe simplest way to do this is to

have another grab bag available in which a set of slips

numbered 1 through 30 ropro'senting th 30 players (all

of whom are now assigne(1 numtwrs). Instead of voting

on the three XRAY numbers (bingo bolls) dirootly, draw

one player's number from the bag and LET THAT PLAYER

SELECT WHICH NUMBER COUNTS. This is tantamount to

letting. each person mark a,barlot with his/her selection

placing them in a bag 1,11d drawing one to detormiue thN

one which counts. The point is that a minority is

scrved exactly in proportion to its strength WA,Y that

time. One's vote always counts, in the sense that it

increases the odds that the wishes of that person will

be honored. This notion is to dramatize the point that

there are alternative derision rules that are in stme

ways more fair than those with which we are familiar.

Then comes the question: Is the desire to consider
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such a "fait" rule related to the erosion 6f one's'

u position.as a member of a majority grOup? gven with-

out raising this point, there is a question of how

n ex-minority" peTsons should behave upon finding .

themselves members of the majority? _How db....they per-
,

ceive their own behaviors? D. they tr\,, to gain. 0

retribution or avoid treating peOple in.waysthat were

not deemed proper when "the shoe wps on the other.foot?"

Tbere are countless variations of the exercise.

'Representatives of each group can be selected to make

the decisions about "what counts" for their constitu-

encies. Thj.s is sure to add new twists to problems

already experienced in the exercise. Sophisticated

decision rules,can be used which distinguish between

one's preference for an alternative and the importance

assigned to the choice. (It is not within the scope

of this description to describe such schemes.) The

theoretical work that lies behind this exercise is N.

devoted largely to such techniques and is summarized

in Merrill M. Flood's "Let s Redesign Democracy,"

Behavioral Science, v. 23, 1978, pp. 429-440.
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X R A Y

TABLE

11
X R A Y

1

X R A Y X R A Y
5 1 2 3 19 21 22 24 45 40 39 43

=========
63 64 36 62

14 4 8 6 26 30 23 18 56 47 41 18 68 67 65 66

15 7 1112 33 35 28 29 57 48 42 44 78 72 71 73

.19 16 71 13 34 83 36 32 60 49 50 54 84 80 14 76

14 4 8 6 25 20 23 24 46 47 41 44 , .68 67 65 37

5 7 9 12 31 27 22 29 17 48 42 54 78 72 74 62

17 16 10 13 34 30 39 32 56 49 50 18 8 80 81 66

97 20 1k 18* 79 35 28 37 57'51.52 55 94 85 92 91

14 4 2 3 19 20 23 29 46 48 42 38 78 80.74 62

15 .7 9 12 a 26.21.28 24 56 49 50 43 .79 83 81 18

17 20 10 13 $. 39 27 36 32 61 51 52 54 84 85 89 66

19 47 11 18 13 35 39 38 57 58 53 55 94 90 92 73

5 .1 2 3 26 /1 22 29 56 47 41 43 61 72 89 66

17 7 8 6 31 30 28 32 57 40 39 44 68 80 92 37

97 16 10 18 33 27 39 18 45 58 42 59 69 83 93 88

19 20 11 13 34 35 36 37 46 51 53 54 78 98 96 91

5 4 2 12 31 21 23 38 45 40 42 43 78 80 65 66

14 7 10 13 33 27 22 29 60 49 50 59 60 85 84 82

97 16 8 18e 79 30 36 37 17 51 53 44 84 90 86 88

19 47 9 6 34 35 39 32 57 58.52 55 87 98 93 91

33 35 28 18 57'49 41 38 63 67 61 62

34 27 22 24 45 51 39 43 15 16 89 82

26 21 36 32 46 58 42 44 87 70 92 88

2.5 20 39 38=- 61 48 53
.

45 94 95 96 91
4

ry iv TV
X R A Y X R A Y X.R A Y X R AY

Z. =

63 67 65 76 69 64 36 66 63 ,'. 36 73 69 64 36 73

78 80 36 38 78 72 65 37 97 83 65 18 78 72,81 76

97 90 71 77 15 16 74 82 78 85 71 88 84 16 96 77

94 95 74 82 94 80 86 88 79 95 86 91 87 90 99 82
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IV
'XRAY XRAY

.====;===,

TV TVXRAY XRAY
78 64 71 66 71 62 63 70 86 77 63 67 86 3869 72

68 80 75 88 '60 16 89 73 68 72 89 82 78 70 92 66

79 85 81 91 83 92 82 15 80 93 88 87 95 96 77

84 95 86-59

,97

84 90 96 88 87 98 99 91 94 98 99 88

87 70 82 73 63 72 75 62 94 95 36 66 63 70 75 73

60'72 36 37 79 83 81 18 87 90 86 77 69 80 93 76

15 80 92 77 61 90 93 66 79 72 96 88 78 90 96 82

94 83 96 82 87 95 99 91 78 16 99.91 87 95 99 91

68 80 75 77 15 64 74 73 68 83 92 59 69 67 74 62

94 85 81 82 60 85 86 76 78 85 93 62 60 83 75 59

97 90 86 88 68 90 96 77 79 90 86 82 87 85 81 77

87 95 89'91 84 98 99 88 84 '95 99 88 84 16 86 82

69 67 92 62 63 80 74 59 94 61 71 66 87 64 74 73

78 70 96 82 68 83 75 62 97 85 74 73 68 67 81 77

79 90 36 88 78 85 92 76 79 95 89°76 15 98 86 82

84 98 99 91 79 90 93 88 60 98 99 77 63_95_36 89

61 80 65 73 ,78 64 65 76 61 72 65 62 15 72 65 73

63 85 71 77 69 80 7473 63 83 87 82 94 83 81 77

60 94 81 18 94 90 89 82 68 90 86 88 63 90 96 82

79 98 86 88 84 95 92 91 69_95 99_91 87.95_99 98'

TABLE 2

X 5 X56 R 1 R49 A 2 A52 Y 3 Y54

X14 X57 R 4 R51 A 8 A53 Y 6 Y55

X15 X60 R 7 R58 A 9 A65 Y12 Y59

X17 X61 R16 R64 A10 A7f Y13 Y62

X19 X63 R20 R67 All A74 Y18 Y66

X25 X68 R21 R70 A22 A75 Y24 Y73

X26 X69 R27 R72 A23 A81 Y29 Y76

X31 X78 R30 R80 A28 A86 Y32 177'

X33 X79 R35 R83 A36 A89 Y37 Y82

X34 X84 R40 R85 A39 A92 Y38 Y88

X45 X87 R47 R90 A41 A93 Y43 Y91

X46 X94 R48 R95 A42 A96 Y44

X97 R98 A50 A99
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A NEW FOCUS ON MULTIETHNICITY

H.:12;entice Baptiste, Jr,

Margaret L. Ford
4IP

This paper examines James Banks' 'fifth stagp of

ethnicity, multiethnicity.
1 Multiethnicity is, Con-

ceptuilly, the ideal state' to be attained in one's

attitudes towards diverse ethnic groups. The impli-

catiohs of muAiettinicity. are explored as they impact

.
the optimization of individual potential for ethnic

minority students. Though Bank's reference,is to

citizenship identity within a world society, this

paper' exPlores its implications in the s hool.

Multiethnicity

Banks 4#fines multiethnicity.as "...the.idealized

goal for citizenship identity *ithin an ethnically

pluralistic nation."2 The Atultiethnic individual "

ihares in the values, symbols, and institutions Cf .

several ethnic cultures.
3 The multiethnic individual .

has a "clarified ethnic self-identity, positive atti-

tudes toward other ethnic and racial groups, and is

self actualized."
4

Banks measures one's level of multiet 'nicity in

proportion to one's pan humanistic behaviorL towards

other ethnic groups. He defines an ethnic group in

the foltcwing manner:

An ethnic group is a cultural group with
several distinguishing characteristics.Ap
ethnic group shares a common ancestry,
history, traditipn, sense of peoplehood,
and is a political and economic interest
group. An ethnic group is also an invol-
untary group, although individual identi.-

fication with the group may be optional.
'This definitioh suggests that groups such

as Polish Americans,'Irish Americans and
Anglo-Americans are ethnic groups. Afro-
Americans and Jewish Americans are ethnic
minority groups,'a specific type of ethnic.
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group. Members of an ethnic. minority
group have unique physical and/or cul-
tural characteristics which enable mem-
bersoof other groups to easi.ly identify
its members, usually for purposes of

. discrimination.5

# The ideal goalbwithin the educational setting is

for administrators, teachers and students to become

more Multiethnic in'their approach and thus begome

more effeCtive in their interactions with persons of

.other ethnic groups.

Implications of Multibthnicity:
Optfinization.of Individual Potential

Banks' ideal, multiethnicity, can optimize the

'potential. of many, individuals within the school set-

, ting. Students cah benefit from such a focus because

multietbnicity recognizes a "No On Model America."6

concept. This concept places emphasis on the signifi-

cance of each individual ethnic and cultural group in

the school..

. Students of a different language or ethnic back-
s

ground can benefit from a focus on multiethnicity.

For eNample, according to the 1970 census, 33.2

million Americans, or roughly 16 percent of the popu-

lation, speak a language other than English as a

native tongue.
7

This further illustrates our country

has a rich variety of ethnic backgrounds and languages.
0

One large urban school district survey of different

native tongue languages spoken by 'their students

revealed 122 spoken languages. Surveys conthirted in

Texas and Pennsylvania have iaentified 30and 52

ethniOecultural groups, respectively, within their

borders.
8

'
9

Each of the school classrooms reflects

a modicum of diversity that exists within the Ameri-

can society.

The inequities of a monocultural attitude and

thrust in educating Mexican American students was

illustrated in the 4974 United States Commission on
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Civil Rights report. The report indicated the

following%
-Chicanos are instructed in a language
other elan the one with which they are
mose familiar;

-The curriculum consists cf textbooks
and"coursea which ignore the Mexican
jleritage;

-Chicanos are usually taught by teachers
whose own culture and background are A
different and whose ttaining leaves them
ignorant and insensitive to the educw:
tional heeds of Chicano studentst.

-And when'ehicano pupils seek guidance
from counselorsothey rarely dan obtain
'it and even more rarely/from.a Mexican
American counselor..10

The statements extracted from the report illustrate .

4

a monocultural attitude in educating Mexican ANer can

students which has led to the following results;

-Forty percent of'all Mexican American
students in the.Southwest will fail to
graduate Yrom high school;

.-three of every five 12th graders in the
Southwest will be reading below grade
level

-sixteen percent oi all Mexican-American
students in the Southwest will be required
to repeat the first grade for failure to
perform at an acceptable academic leve1.11

Ramirez and Castaneda note that throughout the

Southwest in 1960, the Mexican American adult popu-

lation was too poorly educated to participate effec-

tively in modern American society. Statistics on

Mexican Americd6 sdhooling show the highest number of

years is 8.6 in California and the lowest is 4.8 years

in Texas -- only slightly better than functional

illiteracy.
li One can cite simtlar data regarding

the educational pligilt of other Hispanic groups as well

as Afro-Americans, Asian Americans and.Native Americans.

In the classroom setting, the teachers i the best

purveyor of multiethnic attitudes. The multiethnic
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teacher is one who not only identifies with members of

the personal ethnic group, but who also understands and

identifies witt two or more other ethnic groups. The

multiethnic teacher has a clear ethnic self-identity

and knows and appreciates the values, mores,customs

and symbols of several ethnic groups. The multiethnic

'teacher is a self actualized person who is not threat-

ened by a class of athnically diverse students. His

or her attitudes ma.; leal to the following results

within the clessioom:

- Fewer ethnic reiat classroom conflicts;

- An ethnically rich)learning environment
in which the students of each ethnic group

.are encouraged to'share cultural and eth-
nic experiences;

- The development of a self actualized
ethnic pride in all students:

-A greater understanding of other ethnic,
groups.

,

Teachers'should begin modeling multietkic atti-

tudes and behaviors because teacher attitudes will in-

fluence those of students. Because the teacher is

generally the transmitter of knowledge, attitudes and

beliefs in the classroom, he or she has a significant

impact onele developing attitudes of students. The

student, desArous of exhibiting Multiethnic behaviors,

will continue to perpetuate the ideal of multiethnicity.

Thus, emphasizing and practicing Multienicity in the

classroom is of great importance. The multiethnic

attitudes of students- can lead to the following:

- A genuine respect for students of other
ethnic groups;

- The effective participation in the acti-
vities of other ethnic groups;

-An.appreciation of differences;

- A lessening of conflicts based on ethnic
prejudice and racism:

-Greater self-esteltand pride in one's
personal ethnic.group.
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Multiethnic behavior should be modeled ,by the

teacher.. Some students vey'also effectively model

multiethnic behaviors in classroom situationi, but it

.is,considered more effective if initiated and practiced

by the teacher. The following diagram illustrates the

'transmission of multiethnic attitudes frr $E4 source

inside the classroom to another. The sources are:
e

teacher to students, students to teacher, or students

to students. .

STUDENT

TEACHER

STUDENT w

Diagram: Three-way Transmission of Multiethnic
Attitudes and Behaviors

Because the classroom teacher'has a significant

effect on the attitudes assumed by students, it is of

ultimate importance that the teacher exhibit attitudes

that will'promote more meaningful relations with others.

The Three-way Transmission of Multiethnic Attitudes and

Behaviors Diagram assumes that the teacher has a genuine

interest in beccming multiethnic in attitude and ap-

proach. The transmission of multiethnic behavior can

be initiated by the teacher or student. Whatever the

flow, multiethnicity can lead to greater harmony within ,

the classroom, brqader - more diverse interpersonal

relationships and finallymore effective communication,

across cultural and ethnic lines.

With the reflection of multiethnic appreciation'

inside the classroom,setting, teachers and students.are

able to feel proud of their ethnicity. Further, tea-,

chers who have internalized multiethnic attitudes will

be able to put them in operation anti more effectively

design instruction to meet the needs of all students.
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